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1. Introduction to this submission
Friends of the Earth Australia (FoEA) welcomes the opportunity to provide a submission to
this inquiry and we would welcome the opportunity to appear before a public hearing of the
Committee.
At a later date, FoEA and other NGOs will provide the Committee with a joint submission
addressing other matters under consideration by this inquiry. This submission focuses
exclusively on 'small modular reactors' (SMRs).
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In addition to the information provided in this submission, we encourage the Committee
and the Secretariat to read the following important report on SMRs, published in July 2019:
Steve Thomas, Paul Dorfman, Sean Morris & M.V. Ramana, July 2019, 'Prospects for Small
Modular Reactors in the UK & Worldwide', https://www.nuclearconsult.com/wp/wpcontent/uploads/2019/07/Prospects-for-SMRs-report-2.pdf
We also encourage the Committee and the Secretariat to read the following article on the
failure of small reactor projects historically:
M.V. Ramana, 27 April 2015, 'The Forgotten History of Small Nuclear Reactors', IEEE
Spectrum, https://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-history/heroic-failures/the-forgotten-history-ofsmall-nuclear-reactors

2. Small modular reactors: an introduction and an obituary
Small modular reactors (SMRs) are generally defined as those with a capacity under 300
megawatts (MW). They can be considered a sub-set of 'advanced' or Generation IV nuclear
technology. But the terminology isn't helpful: most interest in SMRs involves scaled-down
and redesigned versions of conventional light-water reactors, not Generation IV concepts.
Many Generation IV concepts might also be described as failed Generation I technology …
and that description fits SMRs as well.
'Modular' means that SMRs are to be assembled from parts or "modules" mass-produced in
factories (and the term sometimes also refers to the concept of having multiple SMRs on the
same site to better match electricity generation capacity with demand). This brings us to the
next important point to be made about SMRs ‒ they don't have any meaningful existence.
Some small reactors exist, and there are hopes and dreams of mass factory production of
SMRs. But currently there is no such SMR mass manufacturing capacity.
Small reactors: past and present
There's nothing in the history of small power reactors that would inspire any confidence in
the likelihood of a significant SMR industry developing now (for details see M.V. Ramana, 27
April 2015, 'The Forgotten History of Small Nuclear Reactors',
https://spectrum.ieee.org/tech-history/heroic-failures/the-forgotten-history-of-smallnuclear-reactors). The Soviet Union built eight reactors with a capacity of less than < 300
MW1 ‒ four have been permanently shut down and the remaining four will soon be shut
down and replaced by a floating nuclear power plant.2 The US Army built and operated eight
small power reactors beginning in the 1950s, but they proved unreliable and expensive and
the program was shut down in 1977.3 Small Magnox reactors in the UK have all been shut
down and no more will be built.
Nothing came of a flurry of interest in SMRs in the 1980s and into the '90s. A 1990 article
about SMRs by Australian anti-nuclear campaigner John Hallam could have been written this
year with scarcely any changes ‒ and perhaps it will be just as fresh 30 years from now.4
Little has changed and it would be no surprise if the current flurry of interest ‒ already a
decade old, with little to show for itself ‒ is no more fruitful than the one 30 years ago.
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The World Nuclear Association provides the following information on operating small
reactors:5
• China's CNP-300 pressurized water reactors: 300 MW capacity, one reactor in China and
four in Pakistan.
• India's pressurized heavy water reactors (PHWRs), 16 of which meet the SMR definition
of <300 MW capacity.
• Russia's four EGP-6 reactors, each with 11 MW capacity ('soon to retire' according to the
WNA). A scaled-down version of the infamous RBMK (Chernobyl) reactor design.
None of those reactors are of significance to SMR debates.
• China's CNP-300 reactors are of little or no interest outside of Pakistan.
• The construction rate of India's small PHWRs was underwhelming (about 100 MW of
installed capacity per annum ‒ the equivalent of one large reactor per decade) and India
has no plans to build any more. Despite a standardized approach to designing,
constructing, and operating these reactors, many suffered cost overruns and lengthy
delays.6
• Russia's EGP-6 reactors came online in the mid-1970s and will likely be taken offline
soon.
Likewise, the list of small reactors under construction is underwhelming. There are currently
just four SMRs under construction according to the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) ‒ in Argentina, China and Russia.7 The number is a little higher according to the World
Nuclear Association's list of small reactors under construction:5
• Russia's floating power plant with twin ice-breaker-type reactors (2 x 35 MW). The
primary purpose of the plant is to power fossil fuel mining operations in the Arctic.9
• Russia's RITM-200 icebreaker ships powered by twin reactors (2 x 50 MW). Two such
ships are operating and a third is under construction. The vessels are intended for
the Northern Sea Route along the Russian Arctic coast.
• Argentina's 32-MW CAREM PWR reactor (Argentina's national atomic energy agency
claimed in 2014 that it was the first SMR in the world to be officially under construction).
• China's high-temperature gas-cooled reactors (2 x 250 MW).
• China's ACPR50S demonstration reactor (1 x 50‒60 MW). According to China's CGN:
"The ACPR50S, designed for the marine environment as a floating nuclear power plant,
will be used to provide stable, economical and green resources, such as electricity, heat
and fresh water, for China's oilfield exploitation in the Bohai Sea and deep-water oil and
gas development in the South China Sea."10
Thus the current real-world enthusiasm for small-reactor construction has little to do with
climate-friendly environmentalism (or even the peculiar form of faux environmentalism
practised by the nuclear industry and its lobbyists) and lots to do with fossil fuel mining.
Another example comes from Canada, where one potential application of SMRs under
consideration is providing power and heat for the extraction of hydrocarbons from oil
sands.11
There are also multifaceted military links (discussed in sections 6‒8 of this submission).
Argentina's experience and expertise with small reactors derives from its historical weapons
program. China's interest extends beyond fossil fuel mining and includes powering the
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construction and operation of artificial islands in its attempt to secure claim to a vast area of
the South China Sea.12 Saudi Arabia's interest in SMRs is likely connected to its interest in
developing nuclear weapons or a latent weapons capability.
The World Nuclear Association lists nine SMR projects "for near-term deployment –
development well advanced"5 although most of those projects will probably never see the
light of day. The projects include a number of proposed PWRs (VBER-300, NuScale, SMR160, ACP100, SMART), sodium-cooled fast reactors (PRISM, ARC-100), a molten salt reactor
(Terrestrial Energy's MSR) and Russia's lead-cooled BREST fast reactor. The class of SMRs
called “integral pressurized water reactors” (iPWRs) is regarded as being closer to
deployment than more innovative designs. iPWRs are based on conventional light-water
reactor technology but they nevertheless have unique attributes, and challenges arising
from the placement of components such as steam generators and control rod drive
mechanisms within the reactor pressure vessel containing the nuclear fuel.
There has certainly been a proliferation of paper (or computer) designs. According to the
IAEA: "There are about 50 SMR designs and concepts globally. Most of them are in various
developmental stages and some are claimed as being near-term deployable."7
Why the hype?
Why the hype about SMRs? Much of the interest stems from what SMRs are not ‒
hopelessly over-budget, behind-schedule large reactors under construction in various
countries. One SMR enthusiast puts the case this way:13
"Over time, the technology could introduce new levels of predictability, reliability, and
economies of scale to an industry that's become synonymous with billion-dollar cost
overruns and years of delays. It also opens the possibility that nuclear power could serve
smaller markets, and even military or industrial applications, where a full-scale reactor
wouldn't make economic sense. The most immediate advantage, however, is that they might
be cheap enough to get built at all. Raising the massive up-front capital to construct new
full-scale reactors has become increasingly difficult in the United States, particularly after
ballooning budgets for two plants in Georgia and South Carolina ended up tipping
Westinghouse Electric into bankruptcy, nearly taking its parent company with it."
The hype surrounding SMRs also derives from their non-existence. They are just designs on
paper (or computer screens) and thus any conceivable problem or objection can easily be
solved … with words. The term 'proliferation resistant' or 'proliferation proof' resolves
concerns about proliferation. The term 'meltdown proof' does away with any safety
concerns. The word 'cheap' neatly solves any concerns that diseconomies of scale will make
power from SMRs even more expensive than conventional nuclear power. To date, nothing
has been demonstrated other than an industry insider's aphorism that "the papermoderated, ink-cooled reactor is the safest of all".14 Yet untested and implausible claims
about SMRs are routinely regurgitated as demonstrated truths.
There's nothing new about SMRs or proposed SMR sub-types, and there's nothing new
about the rhetoric. Admiral Hyman Rickover, a pioneer of the nuclear industry in the US,
4

told members of Congress in 1957: "Any plant you haven't built yet is always more efficient
than the one you have built. This is obvious. They are all efficient when you haven't done
anything on them, in the talking stage. Then they are all efficient, they are all cheap. They
are all easy to build, and none have any problems."15
In the real world, things are more complicated. M.V. Ramana and Zia Mian state in their
detailed analysis of SMRs:16
"Proponents of the development and large scale deployment of small modular reactors
suggest that this approach to nuclear power technology and fuel cycles can resolve the four
key problems facing nuclear power today: costs, safety, waste, and proliferation. Nuclear
developers and vendors seek to encode as many if not all of these priorities into the designs
of their specific nuclear reactor. The technical reality, however, is that each of these priorities
can drive the requirements on the reactor design in different, sometimes opposing,
directions. Of the different major SMR designs under development, it seems none meets all
four of these challenges simultaneously. In most, if not all designs, it is likely that addressing
one of the four problems will involve choices that make one or more of the other problems
worse."
Until such time as construction projects provide a reality check, anything is possible. In mid2018, NuScale demonstrated yet again why the company "is one of the most influential and
innovative energy disruptors the world has ever seen".17 The company worked out a way to
make its non-existent SMRs almost 20% cheaper ‒ by making them almost 20% bigger!
And until such time as actual SMR construction projects provide a reality check, self-styled
energy experts such as James Conca will continue serving up this sort of tosh: "This
[NuScale] nuclear reactor is something that we've never seen before – a small modular
reactor that is economic, factory built and shippable, flexible enough to desalinate
seawater, refine oil, load-follow wind, produce hydrogen, modular to any size, and that
provides something we've all been waiting for – a reactor that cannot meltdown."18
Skepticism
Failed technologies (SMRs and most of their proposed sub-types ‒ fast reactors, molten salt
reactors, HTGRs, etc.) … the near-certainty that SMRs will be even more uneconomic than
large reactors … what could possibly go wrong? Alongside the hype there is a significant
body of skepticism about the potential of SMRs.
A 2014 report produced by Nuclear Energy Insider, drawing on interviews with more than 50
"leading specialists and decision makers", noted a "pervasive sense of pessimism" resulting
from abandoned and scaled-back SMR programs.19 Kerr Jeferies, the report's lead author,
opted for a positive spin: "From the outside it will seem that SMR development has hit a
brick wall, but to lump the sector's difficulties together with the death of the so-called
nuclear renaissance would be missing the point."20 The report argued that "we believe a
more accurate picture is that 2014 has been a teething year, and that the SMR story hasn't
even really begun."19 But that simply highlights the problem − the SMR story hasn't begun:
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no factories churning out identical reactor components, no supply chains, and precious few
customers.
Thomas W. Overton, associate editor of POWER magazine, wrote in 2014: "At the graveyard
wherein resides the "nuclear renaissance" of the 2000s, a new occupant appears to be
moving in: the small modular reactor (SMR). ... Over the past year, the SMR industry has
been bumping up against an uncomfortable and not-entirely-unpredictable problem: It
appears that no one actually wants to buy one."21
The prevailing skepticism was evident in a February 2017 Lloyd's Register report based on
"insights and opinions of leaders across the sector" and the views of almost 600
professionals and experts from utilities, distributors, operators and equipment
manufacturers.22 The report stated that the potential contribution of SMRs "is unclear at
this stage, although its impact will most likely apply to smaller grids and isolated markets."
Respondents predicted that SMRs have a "low likelihood of eventual take-up, and will have
a minimal impact when they do arrive".23
The UK's National Infrastructure Commission was somewhere between skeptical and
dismissive of SMRs in its 2018 report: "Large scale projects have long construction timelines
and often face delays. Smaller reactors are still at an early stage of development and their
benefits remain speculative. It is estimated that the end-to-end deployment process will
take 12-14 years for the first small modular reactor."24
World Finance reported in October 2018:25
"But while SMRs are purported to be the key to transforming the nuclear sector, history has
painted a troubling picture: SMR designs have been in the works for decades, but none have
reached commercial success. In fact, Westinghouse worked on an SMR design for about a
decade, but the project was abandoned in 2014. At the time, then-CEO Danny Roderick said:
"The problem I have with SMRs is not the technology, it's not the deployment – it's that
there's no customers." ...
"Although SMRs have been talked about for decades, the progress made so far has been
tiny. New technologies in the nuclear sector take a huge amount of time to develop – just
look at the struggle to build EPRs in Europe. Plus, opting for a small design cuts out the
economies of scale, or the cost advantages that come about due to increasing the size of a
project. This is something nuclear projects often rely on."
Former World Nuclear Association executive Steve Kidd wrote about some of the nuclear
industry's self-serving "myths" in 2015.26 He wrote: "Examining the agendas at nuclear
conferences and the speeches of key leaders shows that many people in the industry are
somewhat deluded. They either don't think carefully about the key issues or else simply
choose to ignore many years of evidence that fails to support their beliefs."
On SMR myths, Kidd wrote:26
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"Assuming they are technically viable, the smaller capital expenditure needed to build a
largely factory-built smaller unit and the shorter construction period are certainly attractive
features. ... Lower cost, however, doesn't necessarily mean better economics. ... The jury is
still out on SMRs, but unless the regulatory system in potential markets can be adapted to
make their construction and operation much cheaper than for large LWRs, they are unlikely
to become more than a niche product. Even if the costs of construction can be cut with series
production, the potential O&M [operating and maintenance] costs are a concern. A
substantial part of these are fixed, irrespective of the size of reactor."
William Von Hoene, senior vice president at Exelon, said last year that no more large nuclear
plants will be built in the US due to their high costs and he also expressed skepticism about
SMRs and Generation IV designs.27 "Right now, the costs on the SMRs, in part because of the
size and in part because of the security that's associated with any nuclear plant, are
prohibitive," he said. "It's possible that that would evolve over time, and we're involved in
looking at that technology. Right now they're prohibitively expensive."
The SMR 'hype cycle'
Dr Mark Cooper, senior research fellow for economic analysis at the Institute for Energy and
the Environment at Vermont Law School, describes the SMR 'hype cycle' which shares many
features with the hype that drove the 'nuclear renaissance' ‒ the short-lived upsurge of
interest in large reactors a decade ago.
Cooper writes:28
"At the start of the "nuclear renaissance" nuclear advocates argued that streamlining the
regulatory process would allow advanced nuclear reactors with more passive safety design
and standardized production processes in the third generation of commercial technology to
be built quickly and deliver electricity at much lower cost. In less than a decade, the nuclear
industry was force to admit that scaling up already huge gigawatt scale reactors in the
"nuclear renaissance" had failed to make them cost competitive.
"The industry changed direction, hypothesizing that learning and standardization applied to
the production of larger numbers of smaller units, rather than very small numbers of very
large units, would do the trick. Under all circumstance, the key, constant demand they make
is for a relaxation of licensing and safety requirements.
"The vendors and academic institutions that were among the most avid enthusiasts in
propagating the early, extremely optimistic cost estimates of the "nuclear renaissance" are
the same entities now producing extremely optimistic cost estimates for the next nuclear
technology. We are now in the midst of the SMR hype cycle.
• Vendors produce low-cost estimates.
• Advocates offer theoretical explanations as to why the new nuclear technology will be
cost competitive.
• Government authorities then bless the estimates by funding studies from friendly
academics."
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Cooper argues that the nuclear industry is becoming even more deluded:28
"Has the nuclear industry been cured of its myopia? Not at all. In fact, there is a sense that
the disease is getting worse, not better, since the characteristics that are said to make small
modular technologies attractive are precisely the characteristics that make other
alternatives more attractive. In the past, the refusal to look at alternatives could be
explained by the fact that the advocates were looking at different characteristics – claiming
that huge baseload facilities are indispensable. They dismissed the alternatives because they
are too small or too variable. Today, they emphasize small size and speed to market,
characteristics on which the alternatives are vastly superior. At the same time they ignore
the innovation that has sharply increased renewable load factors and the dramatic advances
in information and control technologies that have improved the ability to forecast and
integrate renewables."
An obituary
There's nothing in the history of small reactors that would inspire any confidence in the
likelihood of a significant SMR industry developing now. The history of SMRs has largely
been a history of failure. The history of a number of proposed SMR sub-types also fails to
inspire any confidence:
• The history of fast neutron reactors has largely been a history of failure.29
• Nothing in the history of high-temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGRs) suggests that
they are likely to progress beyond the experimental stage.30 China is building two 250MW HTGR reactors, but plans for 18 additional HTGR reactors at the same site as the
demonstration plant have been "dropped" according to the World Nuclear Association.31
• The history of molten salt reactors is uninspiring, and a great deal of R&D needs to be
done. The French Institute for Radiological Protection and Nuclear Safety said in a 2015
report that there "is no likelihood of even an experimental or prototype MSR … being
built during the first half of this century" let alone a factory-based production chain
churning out MSRs by the dozen.32 In 2013, Transatomic Power was promising that its
'Waste-Annihilating Molten-Salt Reactor' would deliver safer nuclear power at half the
price of power from conventional, large reactors.33 By the end of 2018, the company had
given up on its 'waste-annihilating' claims, run out of money, and gone bust.34
The small list of small reactors under construction is uninspiring. Roughly half the reactors
are designed to facilitate access to fossil fuel resources in the Arctic, the South China Sea
and elsewhere. Argentina claims that it was the first country to begin construction of an
SMR with its CAREM reactor ‒ but it is ridiculously expensive and has been in gestation since
the 1980s. China's high-temperature gas-cooled reactors might or might not be economic:
no credible, independent information is available, and in any case there is no reason to
believe that costs in China can be replicated elsewhere.
The nascent SMR industry has suffered one set-back after another. Babcock & Wilcox
abandoned its mPower SMR project in the US despite receiving government funding of
US$111 million. Transatomic Power gave up on its molten salt reactor R&D last year.
Westinghouse sharply reduced its investment in SMRs after failing to secure US government
funding. MidAmerican Energy gave up on its plans for SMRs in Iowa after failing to secure
8

legislation that would force rate-payers to part-pay construction costs. Rolls-Royce sharply
reduced its SMR investment in the UK.
It seems highly unlikely that SMRs will be economically competitive (see section 4 in this
submission ‒ 'SMR cost estimates, and costs of SMRs under construction'). Private-sector
investment in SMRs has been orders of magnitude lower than the level of investment that
would be required to kick-start an SMR industry. Governments in the US, the UK and Canada
are subsidizing SMR projects … but again the level of investment is orders of magnitude
short of that required. A recent US Department of Energy report states that to make a
"meaningful" impact, about $10 billion of government subsidies would be needed to deploy
6 gigawatts of SMR capacity by 2035.35 And the pro-nuclear authors of a 2018 article in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Science argue that for SMRs to make a significant
contribution to US energy supply, "several hundred billion dollars of direct and indirect
subsidies would be needed to support their development and deployment over the next
several decades".36
State-run SMR programs ‒ such as those in Argentina, China, Russia, and South Korea ‒
might have a better chance of steady, significant funding, but to date the investments in
SMRs have been minuscule compared to investments in other energy programs. And again,
wherever you look there's nothing to justify the high hopes (and hype) of SMR enthusiasts.
South Korea, for example, won't build any of its domestically-designed SMART SMRs in
South Korea ("this is not practical or economic" according to the World Nuclear
Association37). South Korea's plan to export SMART technology to Saudi Arabia is
problematic and may in any case be in trouble.38
Westinghouse's experience illustrates what a miserable decade the nuclear industry has
had. The company's efforts to develop small, medium and large reactors have all been
unsuccessful:
• Westinghouse abandoned its SMR R&D in the US in 2014 when it failed to secure
government funding. Its interest was revived when UK government funding became a
possibility ‒ but that funding is very modest.
• Westinghouse bet on a 600-MW medium-sized design, the AP600, which was granted
Design Certification by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 1999. But no orders
were received and Westinghouse "recognized" that its cost estimate for the AP600 was
"not competitive in the U.S. market".39
• Westinghouse decided to focus on large AP1000 reactors. Then the company decided to
focus on survival and restructuring after its March 2017 bankruptcy filing, due largely to
catastrophic cost overruns and delays with its AP1000 projects in South Carolina
(abandoned after the expenditure of at least US$9 billion) and Georgia (where the latest
cost estimates are about 10 times higher than Westinghouse's 2006 estimate of the cost
of AP1000 reactors).40
Westinghouse has learned the lesson from its unhappy experiences: that planning to build
reactors (of any size) is a waste of money and actually building reactors can lead to
bankruptcy. Resuscitated, restructured and sold by Toshiba to Canadian company Brookfield
Business Partners, Westinghouse will no longer take the lead role in large-reactor
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construction projects such as those that bankrupted it. And its involvement in SMRs is lowlevel and largely limited to sniffing around for government R&D funding.
Smart money left the building without suffering Westinghouse's humiliations. Warren
Buffet's MidAmerican Energy considered building SMRs in Iowa for four years. The company
was promoting SMRs as late as February 201341 but the project was put on ice in June 2013.
In 2010, the state legislature allowed MidAmerican to charge ratepayers an estimated
US$15 million for a feasibility study (some of which was later returned to ratepayers).42 The
company's efforts to convince the state legislature to allow it to tap ratepayers for much
greater sums had not been successful by the time the project was abandoned.43-45
MidAmerican has invested over US$10 billion in renewables (especially wind power) in Iowa
and is now working towards its vision "to generate renewable energy equal to 100 percent
of its customers' usage on an annual basis."46 From 2008 to 2017, power generation from
coal in Iowa declined from 76% to 45% while wind's share increased to 38%.46
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3. SMR economics: an overview
Small modular reactors (SMRs) only exist as theoretical constructs. No SMRs exist if a strict
definition is applied (modular, factory production of numerous, identical components). Only
a few are under construction … or none if a strict definition is applied. Thus meaningful
information about SMR economics is nearly non-existent.
The void is filled by propagandists … the SMR market is in the hundreds of billions and SMRs
are reviving nuclear power's hope of becoming too cheap to meter. The more-digestible size
of small reactors, combined with factory-based modular construction techniques, will solve
all of nuclear power's problems at once … which rather begs the question as to why so few
small reactors have been or are being built. It also begs the question as to why there is a
deep reluctance on the part of SMR developers, the finance sector and governments to
finance SMRs.
Fundamental problems
M. V. Ramana summarizes some of the fundamental economic challenges facing SMR
developers:1
"As the name suggests, SMRs produce smaller amounts of electricity compared to currently
common nuclear power reactors. A smaller reactor is expected to cost less to build. This
allows, in principle, smaller private utilities and countries with smaller GDPs to invest in
nuclear power. While this may help deal with the first problem, it actually worsens the
second problem because small reactors lose out on economies of scale. Larger reactors are
cheaper on a per megawatt basis because their material and work requirements do not scale
linearly with generation capacity.
"SMR proponents argue that they can make up for the lost economies of scale by savings
through mass manufacture in factories and resultant learning. But, to achieve such savings,
these reactors have to be manufactured by the thousands, even under very optimistic
assumptions about rates of learning. Rates of learning in nuclear power plant manufacturing
have been extremely low; indeed, in both the United States and France, the two countries
with the highest number of nuclear plants, costs rose with construction experience.
"For high learning rates to be achieved, there must be a standardized reactor built in large
quantities. Currently dozens of SMR designs are at various stages of development; it is very
unlikely that one, or even a few designs, will be chosen by different countries and private
entities, discarding the vast majority of designs that are currently being invested in. All of
these unlikely occurrences must materialize if small reactors are to become competitive with
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large nuclear power plants, which are themselves not competitive.
"There is a further hurdle to be overcome before these large numbers of SMRs can be built.
For a company to invest in a factory to manufacture reactors, it would have to be confident
that there is a market for them. This has not been the case and hence no company has
invested large sums of its own money to commercialize SMRs. …
"Given this state of affairs, it should not be surprising that no SMR has been commercialized.
Timelines have been routinely set back. In 2001, for example, a DOE report on prevalent SMR
designs concluded that "the most technically mature small modular reactor (SMR) designs
and concepts have the potential to be economical and could be made available for
deployment before the end of the decade provided that certain technical and licensing issues
are addressed". Nothing of that sort happened; there is no SMR design available for
deployment in the United States so far."
None of this is new. Ramana quotes a General Electric analyst who said in 1966: "Nuclear
power is a big-plant business: it is most competitive in the large plant sizes."2 Ramana goes
on to say: "And if large nuclear reactors are not competitive, it is unlikely that small reactors
will do any better. Worse, attempts to make them cheaper might end up
exacerbating nuclear power's other problems: production of long-lived radioactive waste,
linkage with nuclear weapons, and the occasional catastrophic accident."2
Market size
Here are some examples of industry hype about the SMR market:
• Nuclear Energy Insider estimates a global SMR market size of US$500 billion by 20353
(for comparison, global clean energy investment totaled US$332 billion in 2018 alone4).
• The Small Modular Reactor Research and Education Consortium estimates that the
potential economic benefits from the establishment of an SMR construction business in
the US could range from US$34−250 billion or more.5
• A 2014 report by the UK National Nuclear Laboratory estimates 65‒85 GW of installed
SMR capacity by 2035, valued at £250‒400 billion.6
• British companies are urging the government to support the development of an SMR
industry that "could create 40,000 skilled jobs, contribute £100bn to the economy and
open up a potential £400bn global export market."7
• According to the SMR Smart consortium, if the US captures "just" one-third of the global
market of 65‒85 GW, SMRs would create tens of thousands of high-paying American
jobs in addition to generating billions of dollars in domestic economic activity and tax
revenues.8
• Elsewhere, SMR Start claims that US exporters of SMR technologies would only need to
capture 10% of the global market in order to create tens of thousands of jobs and
billions of dollars in tax revenues.9
• The global SMR market could be valued at US$1 trillion by 2035 according to the Power
Engineering magazine.10
• According to NuScale: "Conservative estimates predict approximately 55-75 GW of
global electricity will come from SMRs by 2035, equivalent to over 1,000 NuScale Power
Modules."11
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The OECD's Nuclear Energy Agency is more circumspect: it estimates up to 21 GW of
installed SMR capacity by 2035 while its low-case scenario has less than 1 GW installed by
2035.12
With such riches on offer, numerous companies and countries ‒ including the US, Russia,
China, South Korea and Argentina ‒ are said to be in a "race to be the first to market".13 If
so, they are making haste slowly.
NuScale Chief Technology Officer Jose Reyes said last year: "If NuScale only gets 10-20
percent of that global SMR market, we would have to be manufacturing three to six
modules a month. That's $3-6 billion annually, just for the manufacturing of it. There's
tremendous opportunity for SMRs globally, and that's only if you get a small percentage of
the market."14 But Reyes is talking about a market that only exists in the imagination of SMR
enthusiasts.
In truth, there is virtually no market for SMRs ‒ hence the reluctance of industry and
government to make the multi-billion-dollar investments that would kick-start an SMR
industry. These are heady times for conference organizers jumping on the SMR bandwagon,
and for graphic artists generating images of non-existent SMR designs … but there is
virtually no market for actual SMRs.
Will Davis, a consultant to the American Nuclear Society, said in 2014 that the SMR
"universe [is] rife with press releases, but devoid of new concrete."15 The same year, POWER
magazine noted that "air seems to be leaking out of the SMR balloon lately."16 Gordon
Edwards from the Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility states: "SMR stands for
"Small Modular Reactor(s)". It also stands for the Second Make-Believe Renaissance, for it is
the latest effort by an increasingly desperate nuclear industry to create a "Nuclear
Renaissance". They have already failed once before."17
In early 2019, Kevin Anderson, North American Project Director for Nuclear Energy Insider,
said that there "is unprecedented growth in companies proposing design alternatives for
the future of nuclear, but precious little progress in terms of market-ready solutions."18
Anderson argued that it is time to convince investors that the SMR sector is ready for scaleup financing but that it will not be easy: "Even for those sympathetic, the collapse of
projects such as V.C Summer does little to convince financiers that this sector is mature and
competent enough to deliver investable projects on time and at cost."18
Thomas W. Overton, associate editor of POWER magazine, wrote in 2014: "At the graveyard
wherein resides the "nuclear renaissance" of the 2000s, a new occupant appears to be
moving in: the small modular reactor (SMR). ... Over the past year, the SMR industry has
been bumping up against an uncomfortable and not-entirely-unpredictable problem: It
appears that no one actually wants to buy one."19
Overton explained:19
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"The problem has really been lurking in the idea behind SMRs all along. The reason
conventional nuclear plants are built so large is the economies of scale: Big plants can
produce power less expensively per kilowatt-hour than smaller ones. The SMR concept
disdains those economies of scale in favor of others: large-scale standardized manufacturing
that will churn out dozens, if not hundreds, of identical plants, each of which would
ultimately produce cheaper kilowatt-hours than large one-off designs. It's an attractive idea.
But it's also one that depends on someone building that massive supply chain, since none of
it currently exists. ... That money would presumably come from customer orders − if there
were any. Unfortunately, the SMR "market" doesn't exist in a vacuum. SMRs must compete
with cheap natural gas, renewables that continue to decline in cost, and storage options that
are rapidly becoming competitive. Worse, those options are available for delivery now, not
at the end of a long, uncertain process that still lacks NRC approval."
Danny Roderick, then president and CEO of Westinghouse, said in 2014: "The problem I
have with SMRs is not the technology, it's not the deployment ‒ it's that there's no
customers. ... The worst thing to do is get ahead of the market".20 It would be difficult to
justify the economics of SMRs at this point, Roderick said, especially without government
subsidies. Westinghouse twice missed out on US government funding to pursue its SMR
program, and decided to give up on SMRs in favor of its AP1000 reactors and pursuing its
aim of tripling its decommissioning business to reach US$1 billion per year. Westinghouse's
enthusiasm for SMRs ‒ and its confidence in the growth of a market ‒ was later revived
when the UK government announced that funding would be made available for SMR
projects.
So, how many orders would a manufacturer need to go to the financial markets to get
funding to build a supply chain to build lots of SMRs? Westinghouse's Danny Roderick said in
2014: "Unless you're going to build 30 to 50 of them [SMRs], you're not going to make your
money back."20 Pro-nuclear commentator Dan Yurman wrote in 2016: "The answer,
according to David Orr, head of nuclear business development for Rolls-Royce in the UK, ...
is a minimum of about four dozen units and six dozen would be better. Those are high
numbers which make some proponents of SMRs unhappy. The reason is this estimate
means that turning out the first 50 or so SMRs for any firm in the business could be a high
wire act."21
Costs per MWh
A 2016 report by the South Australian Nuclear Fuel Cycle Royal Commission estimated
levelized costs of electricity (LCOE) of US$161/MWh based on the US NuScale SMR design.22
A 2015 NuScale report estimated a LCOE of $98-$108/MWh.23 And in June 2018, NuScale
said it is targeting a cost of just US$65/MWh for its first plant.24 No doubt NuScale's cost
estimates will continue to drop precipitously … unless and until it actually builds an SMR
plant.
NuScale Chief Technology Officer Jose Reyes said last year: "We're already competitive with
natural gas in the UK – it's already the lowest cost next to coal."14 He meant to say that if
NuScale ever develops the ability to churn out large numbers of SMRs (it hasn't yet built
one), and if its absurd cost estimates are proven correct, NuScale SMRs will be competitive
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with gas. Nuscale's construction cost estimate ‒ "about" US$3 billion for a 12-unit plant with
a total capacity of 684 MW ‒ is as implausible as its $/MWh claims.25
A 2017 report published by the US-based Energy Innovation Reform Project (EIRP) provides
another example of idiotic SMR hype.26 The report crunched the numbers on eight
advanced reactor concepts, four of them meeting the SMR criterion of <300 MW capacity.
The report found an average LCOE of US$60/MWh, well below the US$99/MWh expected
by the US Energy Information Agency for large PWR nuclear plants entering service in the
early 2020s.
This finding "has important strategic implications for the industry and the nation", the EIRP
report states, and the cost estimates "suggest that these technologies could revolutionize
the way we think about the cost, availability, and environmental consequences of energy
generation." With one exception, even the upper estimates were below the US$99/MWh
benchmark, reinforcing the revolutionary potential and strategic importance of Generation
IV concepts.
But to estimate the costs of Generation IV nuclear concepts, the researchers simply asked
vendors (or would-be vendors) to supply the information! The EIRP report did at least have
the decency to qualify its useless findings: "There is inherent and significant uncertainty in
projecting NOAK [nth-of-a-kind] costs from a group of companies that have not yet built a
single commercial-scale demonstration reactor, let alone a first commercial plant. Without a
commercial-scale plant as a reference, it is difficult to reliably estimate the costs of building
out the manufacturing capacity needed to achieve the NOAK costs being reported; many
questions still remain unanswered ‒ what scale of investments will be needed to launch the
supply chain; what type of capacity building will be needed for the supply chain, and so
forth."26
Lazard's most recent levelized-cost-of-energy analysis gives figures of US$112‒189/MWh for
new, large reactors; $29‒56 for wind power; and $36‒46 for utility-scale solar.27 If figures of
US$60‒65/MWh could be achieved with SMRs, the electricity they generate would be 2‒3
times cheaper than that from large reactors but still more expensive than wind power and
utility-scale solar.
Rolls-Royce claims that its SMRs, if built, will generate power at a cost of £60/MWh
(US$77.70/MWh).28 That's highly competitive compared to Lazard's figure for large nuclear
… but the estimate is implausible and Rolls-Royce is demanding significant UK government
funding to pursue its SMR project and threatening to abandon the project in the absence of
government largesse.
Learning curve
Claims the SMRs will be economic rest on unlikely estimates of capital costs and costs per
unit of electricity generated. Such claims also rest on purported learning curves and cost
reductions as more and more units are built.
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But nuclear power is the one and only energy source with a negative learning curve ‒ in
some countries, at least.29 Thus if SMRs enjoy a faster (negative) learning curve than large
reactors, first-of-a-kind SMRs will be uneconomic and nth-of-a-kind SMRs will become more
and more uneconomic at an even faster rate than large-reactor boondoggles like French EPR
reactors or the AP1000 projects in the US that bankrupted Westinghouse and nearly
bankrupted its parent company Toshiba.
M.V. Ramana writes:30
"SMR proponents argue that they can make up for the lost economies of scale two ways: by
savings through mass manufacture in factories, and by moving from a steep learning curve
early on to gaining rich knowledge about how to achieve efficiencies as more and more
reactors are designed and built. But, to achieve such savings, these reactors have to be
manufactured by the thousands, even under very optimistic assumptions about rates of
learning. Rates of learning in nuclear power plant manufacturing have been extremely low.
Indeed, in both the United States and France, the two countries with the highest number of
nuclear plants, costs went up, not down, with construction experience."
Mark Cooper, senior research fellow for economic analysis at the Institute for Energy and
the Environment at Vermont Law School, compares the learning curves of nuclear and
renewables:31
"Renewable technologies have been exhibiting declining costs for a couple of decades and
these trends are expected to continue, while nuclear costs have increased and are not
expected to fall. Renewables have been able to move rapidly along their learning curves
because they actually do possess the characteristics that allow for the capture of economies
of mass production and stimulate innovation. They involve the production of large numbers
of units under conditions of competition. They afford the opportunity for a great deal of real
world development and demonstration work before they are deployed on a wide scale.
These are the antithesis of how nuclear development has played out in the past, and the
push for small modular reactors does not appear to solve the problem."
SMRs as 'affordable luxuries', diseconomies of scale
Edwin Lyman, a senior scientist at the Union of Concerned Scientists, wrote in a 2013
report:32
"Unless the negative economies of scale can be overcome, SMRs could well become
affordable luxuries: more utilities may be in a financial position to buy an SMR without
"betting the farm," but still lose money by producing high-cost electricity. In any event, it
would take many years of industrial experience, and the production of many units, before
the potential for manufacturing cost savings could be demonstrated.
"In the meantime, as the Secretary of Energy Advisory Board's SMR subcommittee stated in
a November 2012 report, "first of a kind costs in U.S. practice will likely make the early [SMR]
units considerably more expensive than alternative sources of power. If the U.S. is to create a
potential SMR market for US vendors, it will need to do something to help out with such
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costs". The report pointed out that if the government decided to provide such help, it would
have a "panoply of direct and indirect tools available to support the development of an SMR
industry" ranging from "funding SMR demonstration plants, perhaps on U.S. government
sites (the DOE is a particularly large user of electricity) to a variety of financial incentives"
including "continued cost sharing with selected SMR vendors beyond design certification,"
"loan guarantees," and "production tax credits or feed-in tariffs for those utility generators
that are early users of SMR power purchase contracts." …
"DOE officials have referred to this situation as a "Catch-22." The economics of mass
production of SMRs cannot be proven until hundreds of units have been produced. But that
can't happen unless there are hundreds of orders, and there will be few takers unless the
price can be brought down. This is why the industry believes significant government
assistance would be needed to get an SMR industry off the ground. …
"In addition to imposing a penalty on the capital cost of SMRs, economies of scale would also
negatively affect operations and maintenance (O&M) costs (excluding costs for nuclear fuel,
which scale proportionately with capacity). Labor costs are a significant fraction of nuclear
plant O&M costs, and they do not typically scale linearly with the capacity of the plant: after
all, a minimum number of personnel are required to maintain safety and security regardless
of the size."
Standardized modular rhetoric
The M in SMR refers to plans for the manufacture and construction of SMR components
(modules) primarily in dedicated factories, with the components then shipped to site for
installation. According to the International Atomic Energy Agency, "the modularity of SMRs
that enables the centralized fabrication of major components of the power unit has several
advantages, including the standardization of both components and design, creating
significant economies of mass production. Scale economies from modularization are
anticipated to stem not only from mass manufacturing of component modules, but also
from increases in productivity and efficiency gains as the production of successive modules
continues over time."33
Whether those benefits would be realized in practice is doubtful. Experts interviewed during
the preparation of a report published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science
were skeptical about the impact of modular construction on SMR economics: "We
challenged experts to identify potential economies of scale in modular construction and the
economies of volume associated with factory fabrication that might be exploited in smaller
reactors. … However, most experts were skeptical that such economies would completely
offset the diseconomies of scale in reactor size."34
A 2014 report produced by Nuclear Energy Insider, drawing on interviews with more than 50
"leading specialists and decision makers", noted that modular factory construction methods
don't obviate the need for careful, skilled construction at the reactor destination site: "[I]n
order to ensure a smooth transition from the drawing board to the construction site there
are key questions to be faced in separating the expertise held in a reactor factory and the
expertise required to install an SMR when it arrives on site. For an effective SMR supply
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chain to be developed it will need to be localized − despite the reactors being built off site, a
great amount of the on-site infrastructure and materials will still require precision
assembly."35
Transport issues arising from the modular construction model are too often glossed over. Dr
David Lowry notes that the UK's so-called Expert Finance Working Group on Small Nuclear
Reactors (EFWG)36 "makes no attempt to provide an analysis of how to provide marketbased insurance for SMRs, against accidents and terrorist attack on modules in transit to site
and in situ; nor how to privately fund SMR radioactive waste management: yet these are
real risks for nuclear power, SMRs included. For example, the EFWG (p.11) talks of "road
transportable modules which are easily installed on site" but makes no calculation of the
exposure to disruption or indeed destruction of such an SMR module being transported on
public roads from fabrication facility to operating site, possible hundreds of miles distant."37
The logic (or rhetoric) of modular factory construction vanishes if the factories producing
reactor components are systematically underperforming. The Creusot Forge foundry in
France is a topical example. Systemic sub-standard processes combined with corruption and
cover-ups resulted in an ever-widening scandal. The saga is covered in some detail in the
September 2018 World Nuclear Industry Status Report (WNISR).38
This brief excerpt from the WNISR report gives some indication as to the scale of the
problem: "On 17 July 2018, EDF sent its assessment of the manufacturing dossiers of 1,142
parts to ASN [France's nuclear regulator] concerning a total of 46 reactors. Examination of
these dossiers by ASN is expected to last until the end of 2018. The information released on
EDF's website covers, however, only 42 reactors and there is no information on the nature
of the 1,142 affected parts. EDF found a total of 1,775 violations of regulatory or contractual
requirements, ranging from 16 to 55 per reactor, plus 449 violations of the manufacturer's
internal guidelines."38
Reflecting on the failure of Generation III reactor construction projects, the 2015 World
Nuclear Industry Status Report states: "The reality may be that nuclear technology is simply
not mature enough to standardize yet and there is still a continuing flow of design changes
driven by experience of operating plants and technical change that it would be foolish to
ignore. The rate of ordering may also be too low for standardization to be feasible. If
vendors are receiving only a handful of orders per decade, it seems to make little sense to
standardize."39
The same arguments can be applied to SMRs. The report further states that the "attempt to
reduce sitework by shifting the workload to factories through modularized design also does
not seem to have had the desired effect, and seems to simply have shifted the quality issues
from site to module factories."39
Nuclear industry rhetoric about standardized modular construction also extends to large
reactors. Michael Shellenberger noted in a 2018 article:40
"You might have heard about a new kind of nuclear reactor that promises far greater safety
at a much lower cost. How?
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It is much simpler and thus requires "half as many safety-related valves, 83 percent less
safety-related pipe and one-third fewer pumps;"
Its components can be manufactured in a factory and assembled on-site at lower cost
rather than built from scratch;
Its cooling and passive safety features rely on "natural forces, like gravity… rather than
relying on mechanical pumps powered by electricity."
These features mean it will have a very low cost. How low? "Somewhere between $1.4
billion and $1.9 billion" per reactor."

Shellenberger notes that the rhetoric doesn't concern SMRs but Westinghouse's AP1000
reactors, and he goes on to note that AP1000 projects in the US were long-delayed, subject
to massive cost overruns, and that one of the two projects was abandoned altogether.
Modular construction models contributed to cost overruns and delays with the AP1000
projects in the US, the doubling of cost estimates for both projects, the abandonment of the
VC Summer project in South Carolina, and the near-collapse of the Vogtle project in Georgia
(which is 5.5 years behind schedule).41-44
The kindest thing that could be said about standardized, modular construction techniques is
that the promise might yet be realized, to some extent, even if history suggests otherwise. A
Southern Co. executive involved in the AP1000 project in Georgia told Associated Press that
building in modules might still work despite the problems with the AP1000 projects. "Has it
for the first units resulted in a lot of time savings? No. But does it have promise? Yes," he
said.43
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4. SMR cost estimates, and costs of SMRs under
construction
Costs of SMRs under construction
Estimated construction costs for Russia's floating nuclear power plant (with two 35-MW icebreaker-type reactors) have increased more than four-fold and now equate to over US$10
billion / gigawatt (GW) (US$740 million / 70 MW).1 A 2016 OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
report said that electricity produced by the plant is expected to cost about US$200/MWh,
with the high cost due to large staffing requirements, high fuel costs, and resources required
to maintain the barge and coastal infrastructure.2
Little credible information is available on the cost of China's demonstration 2x250 MW hightemperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR). If the demonstration reactor is completed and
successfully operated, China reportedly plans to upscale the design to 655 MW (three
modules feeding one turbine, total 655 MW) and to build these reactors in pairs with a total
capacity of about 1,200 MW (so much for the small-is-beautiful SMR rhetoric). According to
the World Nuclear Association, China's Institute of Nuclear and New Energy Technology at
Tsinghua University expects the cost of a 655 MWe HTGR to be 15-20% more than the cost
of a conventional 600 MWe PWR.3
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A 2016 report said that the estimated construction cost of China's demonstration HTGR is
about US$5,000/kW ‒ about twice the initial cost estimates.4 Cost increases have arisen
from higher material and component costs, increases in labor costs, and increased costs
associated with project delays.4 The World Nuclear Association states that the cost of the
demonstration HTGR is US$6,000/kW.5
The CAREM (Central Argentina de Elementos Modulares) SMR under construction in
Argentina illustrates the gap between SMR rhetoric and reality. Argentina's Undersecretary
of Nuclear Energy, Julián Gadano, said in 2016 that the world market for SMRs is in the tens
of billions of dollars and that Argentina could capture 20% of the market with its CAREM
technology.6 But cost estimates have ballooned:
• In 2004, when the CAREM reactor was in the planning stage, Argentina's Bariloche
Atomic Center estimated an overnight cost of US$1 billion / GW for an integrated 300MW plant (while acknowledging that to achieve such a cost would be a "very difficult
task").7
• When construction began in 2014, the estimated cost was US$17.8 billion / GW (US$446
million for a 25-MW reactor).8
• By April 2017, the cost estimate had increased to US$21.9 billion / GW (US$700 million
with the capacity uprated from 25 MW to 32 MW).9
The CAREM project is years behind schedule and costs will likely increase further. In 2014,
first fuel loading was expected in 20178 but completion is now anticipated in November
2021.10
Credible assessments of SMR economics
International Energy Agency (IEA) and the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA): A 2015
report by the IEA and the OECD NEA predicts that electricity costs from SMRs will typically
be 50−100% higher than for current large reactors, although it holds out some hope that
large volume production of SMRs could help reduce costs − if that large volume production
is comprised of "a sufficiently large number of identical SMR designs ... built and replicated
in factory assembly workshops."11
The agencies were even more underwhelmed by Generation IV concepts: "In terms of
generation costs, generation IV technologies aim to be at least as competitive as generation
III technologies ... though the additional complexity of these designs, the need to develop a
specific supply chain for these reactors and the development of the associated fuel cycles
will make this a challenging task."11
European Commission: The European Commission released its 'Communication on a
Nuclear Illustrative Programme' (PINC) in 201612, along with a Staff Working Document
which informs the main report.13 The Staff Working Document noted that the nuclear
industry has been considering the deployment of commercial SMRs since the 1950s, but
little has come of it and only a few SMRs are under construction around the world. The
Document notes that the cost of investment per kW is likely to be higher for SMRs
compared to larger reactors. It notes that claims supporting SMR economics ‒ which
emphasize standardization, learning effects, cost sharing and modularization ‒ "are difficult
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to quantify due to the lack of existing examples". The Staff Working Document further
states: "Due to the loss of economies of scale, the decommissioning and waste management
unit costs of SMR will probably be higher than those of a large reactor (some analyses state
that between two and three times higher)."
Atkins Report: A report by the consultancy firm Atkins for the UK Department for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy found that electricity from the first SMR in the UK
would be 30% more expensive than power from large reactors, because of reduced
economies of scale and the costs of deploying first-of-a-kind technology.14
The Atkins report said there is "a great deal of uncertainty with regards to the economics" of
the smaller reactors. The report estimates that the levelized cost of electricity for an SMR
based on a pressurized water reactor design would be £86‒124/MWh with a central
estimate of £101/MWh, and adds this caveat: "However it is recognised that SMR is a new
technology and there is a substantial risk that these costs will be higher than this if costs
accumulate during development or if financing costs are initially higher than they are for
large nuclear."14
South Australian Nuclear Fuel Cycle Royal Commission: The Royal Commission was
stridently pro-nuclear but was nevertheless unimpressed by the economic case for nuclear
power in South Australia.15 In its May 2016 Final Report, the Commission stated: "Taking
into account the South Australian energy market characteristics and the cost of building and
operating a range of nuclear power plants, the Commission has found it would not be
commercially viable to develop a nuclear power plant in South Australia beyond 2030 under
current market rules."
The Royal Commission identified hurdles and uncertainties facing development and
commercial deployment of SMRs including the following:15
• SMRs have a relatively small electrical output, yet some costs including staffing may not
decrease in proportion to the decreased output.
• SMRs have lower thermal efficiency than large reactors, which generally translates to
higher fuel consumption and spent fuel volumes over the life of a reactor.
• SMR-specific safety analyses need to be undertaken to demonstrate their robustness,
for example during seismic events.
• It is claimed that much of the SMR plant can be fabricated in a factory environment and
transported to site for construction. However, it would be expensive to set up this
facility and it would require multiple customers to commit to purchasing SMR plants to
justify the investment.
• Reduced safety exclusion zones for small reactors have yet to be confirmed by
regulators.
• Timescales and costs associated with the licensing process are still to be established.
• SMR designers need to raise the necessary funds to complete the development before a
commercial trial of the developing designs can take place.
• Customers who are willing to take on first-of-a-kind technology risks must be secured.
A report by WSP / Parsons Brinckerhoff, commissioned by the Royal Commission, estimated
levelized costs of electricity of A$225/MWh (US$161/MWh) based on the NuScale SMR
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design (and slightly lower costs based on the abandoned mPower design).16 That's 2.5 times
higher than the implausible figures being promoted by NuScale Power: the company's
"target" for its first project is US$65/MWh.17 Costs per MWh for NuScale are estimated by
WSP / Parsons Brinckerhoff to be 22% higher than large PWRs (A$184 or US$132).
WSP / Parsons Brinckerhoff concluded:16
"Analysis of the economic viability measures for the scenarios under consideration suggests
that nuclear power plants in South Australia are not likely to be economically viable, unless:
• capital and operating costs of nuclear power plants are reduced to or below the lowest
extreme of the plausible range of costs considered by this study; and/or
• the cost of capital (debt and equity) is reduced to a level that is unlikely to be
commercially available from the open market; and
• electricity prices increase dramatically as a result of strong climate action, such as 100%
reduction in emissions relative to 2000 levels by 2040 to 2050."
Mark Cooper: A September 2014 journal article by Dr Mark Cooper, senior research fellow
for economic analysis at the Institute for Energy and the Environment at Vermont Law
School, assesses the prospects for SMR technology from three perspectives:18
• the implications of the history of cost escalation in nuclear reactor construction for
learning, economies of scale and other process that SMR advocates claim will lower cost;
• the challenges SMR technology faces in terms of high costs resulting from lost
economies of scale, long lead time needed to develop a new design, the size of the task
to create assembly lines for modular reactors and intense concern about safety;
• and the cost and other characteristics – e.g. scalability, speed to market, flexibility, etc. –
of available alternatives compared SMR technology.
Cooper concluded that the recent (in 2014) decisions of major vendors Westinghouse and
B&W to dramatically reduce SMR development efforts "reflects the severe disadvantages
that SMR technology faces in the next several decades. … Westinghouse and B&W are big
names in the nuclear space, had thrown a great deal of weight and money into advancing
SMRs as the next big thing and the savior of the nuclear industry, but they failed."18
In a separate 2014 paper, Cooper argues that the economic potential of SMRs is weak for
the following reasons:19
"First, the viability of SMRs is dependent on the very economic processes that have eluded
the industry in the past. The ability of the small modular reactor technology to reverse the
cost trajectory of the industry is subject to considerable doubt. … SMR technology will need
massive subsidies in the early stages to get off the ground and take a significant amount of
time to achieve the modest economic goal set for it.
"Second, even if these economic processes work as hoped, nuclear power will still be more
costly than many alternatives. Over the past two decades wind and solar have been
experiencing the cost reducing processes of innovation, learning and economies of scale that
nuclear advocate hoped would benefit the "Renaissance" technology and claim will affect
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the small modular technology. Nuclear cost curves are so far behind the other technologies
that they will never catch up, even if the small modular technology performs as hoped.
"Third, the extreme relaxation of safety margins and other changes in safety oversight is
likely to receive a very skeptical response from policymakers.
"Fourth, the type of massive effort that would be necessary to drive nuclear costs down over
the next couple of decades would be an extremely large bet on a highly risky technology that
would foreclose alternatives that are much more attractive at present. Even if the
technology could be deployed at scale at the currently projected costs, without undermining
safety, it would be an unnecessarily expensive solution to the problem that would waste a
great deal of time and resources, given past experience.
"Finally, giving nuclear power a central role in climate change policy would not only drain
away resources from the more promising alternatives, it would undermine the effort to
create the physical and institutional infrastructure needed to support the emerging
electricity systems based on renewables, distributed generation and intensive system and
demand management."
Energy and Power Engineering: A 2014 study published in Energy and Power Engineering
concluded that fuel costs for integral pressurized water reactors are 15% to 70% higher than
for large light water reactors, and points to research indicating similar comparisons for
construction costs.20
International Atomic Energy Agency: The IAEA can usually be relied upon to parrot nuclear
industry propaganda, but it states that "although SMRs require less upfront capital per unit,
their electricity generating cost will probably be higher than that of large reactors".21
Massachusetts Institute of Technology: A 2018 MIT report states:22
"The main economic question is whether an SMR can be built at a substantially lower unit
capital cost (i.e., per kW of capacity) and therefore generate baseload electricity at lower
total unit cost (i.e., per MWh). NuScale advertises a capital cost of less than $5,100/kWe,
which is only a modest improvement over the advertised cost of certain Gen-III+ systems and
still not competitive against natural gas-fired generation under current circumstances. A
2016 study performed by Atkins for the U.K. government estimates the FOAK cost of power
from integral PWR SMR designs to be about 30% above the NOAK cost of a traditional, large
LWR. The Atkins study scales up companies' own capital cost estimates to correct for the
'optimism bias' discussed earlier, while also noting both the potential for sharp cost declines
with volume production of factory builds and the enormous uncertainties involved in
attempting to estimate this decline.
"Proponents of many small reactor designs also advertise other advantages besides lower
capital costs. Some focus on the advantages of smaller total plant size. They point out that
this opens up sections of the market that are unsuited to large LWRs of 1 gigawatt (GW)
capacity or more. They also point out that buyers will be better able to finance capacity
purchases in smaller bites.
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"A note of caution is in order when evaluating claims concerning the ancillary advantages of
small size. The challenge facing the nuclear industry is to reduce unit capital cost (i.e., cost
per kWe) to be more competitive in generating the lowest unit cost electricity. If the size of a
small plant also happens to be the size that offers the lowest unit capital cost, then the
ancillary benefits of a smaller plant are an extra bonus. However, the extra advantages of
small plant size are unlikely to make up for a failure to radically reduce unit capital cost.
"The problem is that, with respect to size, there is often a tradeoff between the technically
optimal design and the needs of some customers. This is an age-old issue for the nuclear
industry, as it is in many other industries. The optimally-sized reactor suits some segments of
the market, but not all. Therefore, many reactor vendors size their technically optimal
reactor first, and later produce smaller versions to serve segments of the market to which
the most efficient design is not suited. Among LWR designs, examples of this approach
include the Russian VBER-300, Holtec's SMR-160, and China's ACP1000.
"The industry's problem is not that it has overlooked valuable market segments that need
smaller reactors. The problem is that even its optimally scaled reactors are too expensive on
a per-unit-power basis. A focus on serving the market segments that need smaller reactor
sizes will be of no use unless the smaller design first accomplishes the task of radically
reducing per-unit capital cost. If nuclear technology cannot be competitive at its optimal
scale of generation, whether large or small, it is difficult to see how it will succeed by scaling
plants below the optimal size. If, on the other hand, smaller designs are optimal and can
radically reduce unit capital costs, then the ancillary advantages of accessing a larger
market will be a nice bonus."
Studies published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science
An article by four current and former researchers from Carnegie Mellon University's
Department of Engineering and Public Policy, published in 2018 in the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Science, argues that it is most unlikely that any new large nuclear
power plants will be built over the next several decades in the US.23 "There is no reason to
believe that any utility in the United States will build a new large reactor in the foreseeable
future. These reactors have proven unaffordable and economically uncompetitive. In the
few markets with the will to build them, they have proven to be unconstructible," M.
Granger Morgan and his pro-nuclear colleagues state. "[T]here is virtually no chance that
the United States will be able to undertake the construction of additional large LWR power
plants in the next several decades," they add.
The authors further argue that no US advanced reactor design will be commercialized
before mid-century and that the purported advantages of advanced reactor concepts
"remain speculative". That leaves light-water SMRs as the only option that might be
deployed at significant scale over the next few decades. They conclude: "We have
systematically investigated how a domestic market could develop to support that [SMR]
industry over the next several decades and, in the absence of a dramatic change in the
policy environment, have been unable to make a convincing case."
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On the use of SMRs for electricity generation (alone), the authors state:
"Our results reveal that while one light water SMR module would indeed cost much less than
a large LWR, it is highly likely that the cost per unit of power will be higher. In other words,
light water SMRs do make nuclear power more affordable but not necessarily more
economically competitive for power generation. That vision of the dramatic cost reduction
that SMR proponents describe is unlikely to materialize with this first generation of light
water SMRs, even at nth-of-a-kind deployment.
"Because light water SMRs incur both this economic premium and the considerable
regulatory burden associated with any nuclear reactor, we do not see a clear path forward
for the United States to deploy sufficient numbers of SMRs in the electric power sector to
make a significant contribution to greenhouse gas mitigation by the middle of this century."
The authors also systematically investigated how a domestic market could develop to
support a SMR industry across a range of applications ‒ producing process heat for
industrial applications; switching SMRs back and forth between electricity generation and
water desalination to complement intermittent generation from renewable energy sources;
and deploying SMRs as a source of electrical and thermal energy for US military bases. But
none of those options show promise.
The authors state that subsidies amounting to several hundred billion dollars would be
required to kick-start an SMR industry:
"Because the United States will probably not build any new large LWRs, and there is no
practical way to bring advanced reactor designs to achieve widespread commercial viability
in the United States in less than several decades, we have argued that only factorymanufactured SMRs could contribute a significant new nuclear carbon-free wedge on that
time scale. For that to happen, several hundred billion dollars of direct and indirect subsidies
would be needed to support their development and deployment over the next several
decades, since present competitive energy markets will not induce their development and
adoption."
A separate article published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science (with
two of the same co-authors) points to dramatic variations in expert assessments of
overnight constructions costs for integral light-water SMRs (overnight costs comprising the
sum of engineering, procurement, and construction costs but excluding site-work,
transmission up-grades and other "owner's costs", and the cost of financing).24 Further, the
analysis considered a nth-of-a-kind plant and thus "assumed that the vendor has recouped
the cost of design engineering and licensing, has exploited technological learning, and has
streamlined construction management."
The authors concluded: "Consistent with the uncertainty introduced by past cost overruns
and construction delays, median estimates of the cost of new large plants vary by more than
a factor of 2.5. Expert judgments about likely SMR costs display an even wider range.
Median estimates for a 45 megawatts-electric (MWe) SMR range from $4,000 to
$16,300/kWe and from $3,200 to $7,100/kWe for a 225-MWe SMR."24
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For a single 45 MWe reactor, 11 experts gave median costs between $4,000 and
$7,700/kWe while five experts (four of them working for nuclear technology vendors)
provided estimates as much as a factor of two to three higher. The authors state: "These
five experts argued that costs rise rapidly as reactors become smaller, with the result that
the 45-MWe reactor is especially disadvantaged."24
The article was published in 2013 and thus its conclusions can be reassessed in light of
intervening events. In their 2013 article, the authors state that median estimates of the
overnight cost of a 1,000-MWe reactor range from US$2,600 to US$6,600/kW.24 Yet in the
2018 article published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science, the authors
note that the cost of the Vogtle AP1000 project in the US state of Georgia amounts to "a
staggering $11,000 per kWe, and these costs are expected to rise".23
SMR projects won't be immune from the major cost overruns that have beset large reactors.
Indeed cost overruns have already become the norm for SMR projects:
• estimated construction costs for Russia's floating SMRs increased more than four-fold;
• the estimated construction cost of China's demonstration HTGR is about twice the initial
estimate; and
• recent construction cost estimates for Argentina's CAREM SMR are 22 times greater
than the number being floated in 2004 and the current estimate is a hopelessly
uneconomic US$21,900 / kW (well outside the range suggested by the above-mentioned
experts).
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5. No-one wants to pay for SMRs: US and UK case studies
No company, utility, consortium or national government is seriously considering building the
massive supply chain that is at the very essence of the concept of SMRs ‒ mass, modular
construction. Yet without that supply chain, SMRs will be expensive curiosities.
All or almost all SMR projects are either dependent on government handouts or they are
run by state-owned agencies. The private sector won't bet shareholders' money on SMRs to
any significant degree but governments have "a once in a lifetime opportunity" to bet
taxpayers' money on private-sector SMR frolics and to offer SMR developers "full and
ongoing Government support".1 But government funding has generally been modest (in the
US and UK, for example) and well below that required to kick-start or sustain an SMR
industry. The Chinese and Argentinian governments hope to develop a large export market
for their high-temperature gas-cooled reactors and small PWRs, respectively, but so far all
they can point to are partially-built demonstration reactors that have been subject to
significant cost overruns.
Government funding for SMRs in the UK is currently of the order of tens of millions of
pounds ‒ three orders of magnitude less than the largesse showered on the Hinkley Point C
large-reactor project (lifetime subsidies of several tens of billions of pounds). In the US,
government SMR funding of several hundred million dollars is an order of magnitude lower
than subsidies for large reactors (several billion dollars for the AP1000 projects).
Of course, it could be argued that government funding for SMR programs is excessive given
the strong likelihood of failure. A case in point is the mPower project in the US, which was
abandoned despite receiving government funding of US$111 million.2
And of course, just because government funding is currently a small fraction of that required
to kick-start an SMR industry, it is still possible that government funding will be dramatically
increased.
United States
A 2018 article in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science discusses the funding
provided by the US Department of Energy's (DOE) Office of Nuclear Energy (NE) for
advanced reactor designs:3
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"[W]e recently analyzed the DOE's efforts to commercialize advanced reactor designs. NE
has spent $2 billion on this effort since the late 1990s, with very little to show for it. This is
unsurprising: Even by its own assessment, this amount is less than half what is necessary to
demonstrate even one non-light water technology. Moreover, NE's spending portfolio
conflicts with much of the wisdom regarding the execution of innovative research and
development programs: Annual funding varies fourfold, priorities are erratic, and spending
on existing infrastructure (some of which is obsolete or ill-suited to support testing of new
designs) consumes more than half of the budget.
"Moreover, the funds dedicated to advanced reactors have been spread across a number of
different designs and fuel types, not because a conscious choice has been made to further
these technologies based on their technical, economic, and institutional benefits but because
they are the favored projects of different national laboratories. In interviews with leaders
across the enterprise, those associated with the DOE and the national laboratories expressed
either alarm or despair at the trajectory of advanced fission innovation in the United States."
SMR Smart, a US consortium of companies and utilities, said in a 2017 "policy statement":4
"The total cost to obtain regulatory approvals and perform first-of-a-kind final design
engineering for two or more SMR designs and the initial SMR facilities is expected to be $2
billion to $2.5 billion. To date, four designers have invested a total of more than $1 billion
dollars to develop their SMR designs.
"Potential owners of SMR facilities have also invested tens of millions of dollars in preparing
their sites for possible deployment of SMRs. The U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) SMR
Licensing Technical Support (LTS) program, envisioned to provide initial funding of $452
million on a cost share basis, is much appreciated but not sufficient in the current business
environment to achieve large-scale SMR commercialization.
"The SMR LTS program is scheduled to end in fiscal year 2017, just as the first design and
facility applications are being submitted for review by the NRC. DOE's LTS program should be
expanded to cover design finalization in addition to licensing under the multiple available
regulatory processes …, with a commensurate increase in funding and extension through
FY2025."
SMR Start's "policy statement" is nothing more than a wish-list for additional government
subsidies including commercial deployment partnerships (production tax credits, power
purchase agreements, loan guarantee program), technology development partnerships (grid
security and reliability programs, national laboratory support), and manufacturing and
supply chain partnerships.4
NuScale has submitted an application to the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission for its small
PWR design. The company has spent more than US$800 million on its design ‒ including
US$288 million from the Department of Energy.5 NuScale estimates that by the time it gets
through the NRC licensing process, it will have spent US$1 billion overall (including
government contributions).6 That's US$1 billion (possibly more) before the first concrete
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pour. NuScale will then face the problem that there is a long way from NRC certification to
the completion of its first SMR, and further still from the first reactor to mass production for
a mass market. One of many reality checks will be the eventual, inevitable
acknowledgement that NuScale's estimate of "around $3 billion" for its first 684 MWe plant
is ridiculous.7
The 2018 article in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science states:3
"Often, proponents of nuclear power note that private enterprise is faring better than the
government at advancing non-light water reactor concepts. Indeed, more than $1.3 billion
has been secured by close to four dozen such companies. However, a dozen of these are
working not on advanced fission reactors but on fusion reactors or nuclear fuels. Another
dozen reactors either belong to bankrupt companies (e.g., Westinghouse) or are proceeding
at a very low level of activity (e.g., the DOE's Next Generation Nuclear Plant and various
university ventures that are very much in the conceptual design phase). Moreover, while
$1.3 billion sounds impressive, that sum is dominated by one firm, TerraPower, which has
found it remarkably challenging to build or secure access to the range of equipment,
materials, and technology required to successfully commercialize its innovative design. As a
result, it is teaming with China in its development efforts."
Since that article was published, Terrapower's plan to build a demonstration fast reactor in
China has been abandoned and the company is now focused on fundraising in the US. Dan
Yurman takes up the story: "When Bill Gates came to DC offering to match his billions to an
equal stake from the government, the most polite way to describe the response is "don't let
the screen door hit you on the way back home." Gates, who was investing his own money in
TerraPower's collaboration with Chinese state owned enterprises, got the door slammed in
his face by Trump's ill-advised trade war with China."8
The 2018 Proceedings article concluded that the development of an SMR industry in the US
would require "several hundred billion dollars of direct and indirect subsidies" over the next
several decades "since present competitive energy markets will not induce their
development and adoption."3
SMR developers are keen to get their hands on taxpayers' money and electricity ratepayers'
money ‒ but not so keen to invest their own money. Dan Yurman surveyed the SMR scene
in the US in 2015, noting that "three potential customers ran into financial and regulatory
headwinds which are no different than for plans to build the 1000MW units."9
• Babcock & Wilcox had scaled down its spending on mPower (and abandoned the project
in 2017 despite receiving US$111 million of government funding). B&W CEO Jim Ferland
said that he sees the future of SMRS as "still being up in the air." B&W had no customer,
hence its unwillingness to invest more money, the unwillingness of the finance sector to
invest, and the unwillingness of the US government to throw good money after bad.
• First Energy was "nominally" still interested in SMRs, Yurman states. But First Energy
subsidiaries, including FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company, filed for bankruptcy
protection in March 2018.10
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•

•

•

Westinghouse attempted to develop a 225 MW SMR in partnership with Ameren in
Missouri. Westinghouse abandoned its efforts after it missed out on funding from the
US Department of Energy.
Ameren twice failed twice to win legislative approval for CWIP financing for either a
large French EPR reactor or an SMR. CWIP ‒ Construction Work in Progress ‒ is
legislation in a handful of US states that allows a utility to charge ratepayers higher rates
to cover future costs of a yet-to-be-constructed reactor, even if that reactor is never
built. CWIP has always been controversial, all the more so after the collapse of the
AP1000 project in South Carolina and the doubling of cost estimates for the two AP1000
reactors still under construction in Georgia.
Warren Buffet's MidAmerican Energy tried but failed to secure CWIP funding for an SMR
in Iowa … and then gave up on the project.

NuScale was "the sole survivor of the US SMR shakeout", Yurman noted in his 2015 article.9
A November 2018 US Department of Energy (DOE) report states that to make a
"meaningful" impact, about US$10 billion of government subsidies would be needed to
deploy 6 GW of SMR capacity by 2035.11 (For comparison, about 12.5 GW of new renewable
energy capacity was installed in 2017 alone in the US, in addition to 3.5 GW of small-scale
solar capacity.12)
The DOE report, prepared for the Department by Kutak Rock and Scully Capital, cites claims
by SMR Start that costs of SMR-generated power could be reduced by 22% by milking any
and every subsidy that might be made available at local, state and federal levels: Production
Tax Credits, credit incentives (loan guarantees), and state and local tax incentives such as
sales and use tax exemptions and property tax abatements.
The DOE report promotes the case for SMR subsidies yet it suggests some strong reasons
not to bet on SMRs. It notes that the development and construction of SMRs "represents a
highly uncertain endeavor" and it further states: "SMRs face significant challenges in
commercial deployment, including the need to develop a manufacturing ecosystem for a
new technology, significant work remaining to license and develop a working generation
facility, and costs which may be high relative to other energy sources in the competitive and
quickly evolving power markets."11
Canadian Nuclear Laboratories has set the goal of siting a new demonstration SMR at its
Chalk River site by 2026. But serious discussions about paying for a demonstration SMR ‒ let
alone a fleet of SMRs ‒ have not yet begun. The Canadian SMR Roadmap website simply
states: "Appropriate risk sharing among governments, power utilities and industry will be
necessary for SMR demonstration and deployment in Canada."13 The CEO of Terrestrial
Energy said in early 2019 that the Canadian government "must … provide financial products
which minimize commercial risks", with options including loan guarantees, production tax
credits, grants and offtake agreements.14
United Kingdom
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Government funding made available in the UK to kick-start an SMR industry is trivial
compared to the amount required. In 2018, the UK government agreed to provide £56
million towards the development and licensing of advanced (non-LWR) modular reactor
designs and £32 million towards advanced manufacturing research.15,16
Industry sources told the Guardian in 2017 that government funding is relatively small and
they are unsure whether it will be enough to make a difference. "It's a pretty half-hearted,
incredibly British, not-quite-good-enough approach," one said.17 An energy industry source
questioned how credible most of the SMR developers were: "Almost none of them have got
more than a back of a fag packet design drawn with a felt tip."17
Andy Dawson, author of a 2018 Global Warming Policy Foundation briefing paper on
SMRs18, argues that "three years have been wasted, and the window for a meaningful UK
participation in SMR delivery has narrowed almost to the point of closure."19 Dawson
suggests several possible reasons: a loss of commitment at ministerial level, loss of Treasury
support, civil service inertia and technical incompetence.19
Rolls-Royce missed out on government funding for its SMR design but continues to lobby.
Nuclear Energy Insider reported in January 2019 that the Rolls-Royce SMR consortium has
asked for over £200 million pounds of UK government funding to develop and license its
light-water SMR design.20 In mid-2018, Rolls-Royce scaled back its SMR investment
significantly, from several millions to simply paying for "a handful of salaries".21 David Orr,
executive vice-president of Rolls-Royce's SMR program, said that without government
funding the project "will not fly. We are coming to crunch time."21
The Guardian reported in October 2018:22
"Backers of mini nuclear power stations have asked for billions of pounds of taxpayers'
money to build their first UK projects, according to an official document. … But the nuclear
industry's claims that the mini plants would be a cheap option for producing low-carbon
power appear to be undermined by the significant sums it has been asking of ministers.
"Some firms have been calling for as much as £3.6bn to fund construction costs, according to
a government-commissioned report, released under freedom of information rules.
Companies also wanted up to £480m of public money to help steer their reactor designs
through the regulatory approval process, which is a cost usually paid by nuclear companies.
...
"David Lowry, a nuclear policy consultant who obtained the document, said: "SMRs are
either old, discredited designs repackaged when companies see governments prepared to
throw taxpayers' subsidies to support them, or are exotic new technologies, with decades of
research needed before they reach commercial maturity.""
The so-called Expert Finance Working Group on Small Nuclear Reactors in the UK laments
"the financing sectors potential misunderstanding of nuclear specific risks and how such
risks can be mitigated, and that nuclear specific risks aside, nuclear energy projects are no
different to any other energy project."23 The finance sector might be in need of education
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on nuclear-specific risks, but its disinterest in SMRs suggests a clear understanding of the
likelihood that they would be uneconomic.
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6. Small modular reactors and nuclear weapons
proliferation
Power/weapons connections
First, a refresher on the broad patterns of intersection between (ostensibly) peaceful
nuclear programs and weapons proliferation … the world into which an SMR industry might
be born. These were neatly summarized last year by Michael Shellenberger from the
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Environmental Progress pro-nuclear lobby group.1-3 Shellenberger is notorious for peddling
misinformation4 and his promotion of nuclear weapons proliferation is stupid and
dangerous5-6, but his analysis of the civil/military proliferation problem is sound (and his
critique of Generation IV nuclear hype is perceptive7).
Patterns connecting the pursuit of power and weapons stretch back across the 60 years of
civilian nuclear power. Shellenberger noted that "at least 20 nations sought nuclear power
at least in part to give themselves the option of creating a nuclear weapon".1
"[N]ational security, having a weapons option, is often the most important factor in a state
pursuing peaceful nuclear energy", Shellenberger wrote.3 An analysis by Environmental
Progress found that of the 26 nations that are building or are committed to build nuclear
power plants, 23 have nuclear weapons, had weapons, or have shown interest in acquiring
weapons.8 "While those 23 nations clearly have motives other than national security for
pursuing nuclear energy," Shellenberger wrote, "gaining weapons latency appears to be the
difference-maker."1
Shellenberger pointed to research by Fuhrmann and Tkach which found that 31 nations had
the capacity to enrich uranium or reprocess plutonium, and that 71% of them created that
capacity to give themselves weapons latency.9
The military origins of SMR programs
Kennedy Maize wrote in POWER magazine in 2015:10
"Small reactors are familiar to the nuclear industry, which began with small machines that
bulked up over the years to take advantage of economies of scale. The legendary
Shippingport nuclear plant in western Pennsylvania, the first fully commercial pressurizedwater nuclear plant, entered service in 1957 and was rated at 60 MW. The U.S. military and
the Soviet Union spent considerable sums in the 1950s and 1960s on designs for small,
transportable, remote reactors and for reactors to be used in ship propulsion.
"Many of today's SMR plans have their roots in naval reactor technology, as did
Shippingport. Its technology was based on Westinghouse reactors that powered the first U.S.
nuclear submarines. Argentina's CAREM 25 reactor design came from the Argentine navy.
The country unveiled the design at a 1984 IAEA conference. The project then got shelved, but
was revived in 2006 as Argentina moved to revitalize its nuclear power program in the face
of limited supplies and high prices for imported natural gas. Argentina has few easily
accessible indigenous energy resources.
"Russia's floating nukes also rely on maritime technology, reactors developed for its
successful fleet of nuclear icebreakers, dating back well into the days of the Soviet Union.
The nation's first nuclear icebreaker, the NS Lenin, was launched in 1957, the same year that
Shippingport went into commercial service.
"In the U.S., two of the major SMR industrial developers, Babcock & Wilcox and
Westinghouse, both have extensive experience with naval reactors."
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Small reactors and proliferation
Small power reactors have been used to produce fissile material for weapons. Examples
include:
• Magnox reactors in the UK which were used to generate power and to produce
plutonium for weapons.11
• North Korea has tested weapons using plutonium produced in its 'Experimental Power
Reactor' ‒ a Magnox clone.12
• India refuses to place numerous power reactors (including some of its small PHWR
reactors) under safeguards13 and presumably uses (or plans to use) them for weapons
production.
Based on historical experience, there's every reason to be concerned about the weapons
proliferation risks associated with a proliferation of SMRs. It can be anticipated that
countries with an interest in developing weapons ‒ or a latent weapons capability ‒ will be
more interested in acquiring SMRs than countries with no such interest ("nations that lack a
need for weapons latency often decide not to build nuclear power plants", Shellenberger
states1).
Saudi Arabia's interest in acquiring a South Korean-designed SMART SMR may be a topical
case study, and South Korea may have found a model to unlock the potential of SMRs:
collaboration with a repressive Middle Eastern state that has a clear interest in developing a
nuclear weapons capability, with extensive technology transfer thrown in.15
A subsidiary of Holtec International has actively sought a military role, inviting the National
Nuclear Security Administration to consider the feasibility of using a proposed SMR to
produce tritium, used to boost the explosive yield of the US nuclear weapons arsenal.16
NuScale Power, on the other hand, claims to be taking the high moral ground. NuScale's
chief commercial officer said in 2013 that the company is not in business to sell reactors to
politically unstable countries.17 Yet in early 2019, NuScale participated in a White House
meeting which discussed, among other issues, the possibility of selling nuclear power
technology to Saudi Arabia ‒ a known nuclear weapons wannabe in a volatile region.18
The CAREM SMR under construction in Argentina was originally a Navy project with the aim
of building nuclear-powered submarines and ships.19,20 Those ambitions resurfaced in 2010.
The World Nuclear Association reported: "The Ministry of Defence in Argentina has said it is
reviewing the idea of using nuclear reactors to power some of its naval vessels. … One
potential supplier of reactors to meet these kinds of requirements would be the nuclear
technology firm Invap, which has exported several research reactors and developed the
Carem power plant design."21
SMRs as the proliferator's technology of choice
Power reactors (and associated infrastructure) have been used in support of weapons
programs22, as have research reactors.23 There is a long-running debate about whether
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(large) power reactors or research reactors are the proliferators' technology of choice.24-26
Research reactors are relatively cheap (typically several hundred million dollars) but the
plutonium production rate is typically low. Power reactors are expensive but produce large
amounts of plutonium (and can be run on a shortened irradiation cycle to produce large
amounts of weapons-grade plutonium).
SMRs could become the technology of choice for proliferators: reactors that produce
significant amounts of plutonium each year without the expense of a gigawatt-scale nuclear
power program. In the early 1990s, the director of the Turkish Atomic Energy Authority said
Argentina's 25-MW CAREM SMR design "was too small for electricity generation and too big
for research or training, however, very suitable for plutonium production".27
The proliferation risks associated with different SMR designs
The IAEA estimates there are around 50 SMR designs. Since they are paper designs, let's
assume there are, say, five possible configurations of each design (fast vs. thermal neutrons,
different fuels, closed vs. open fuel cycles, etc.) Now let's run through those 250
configurations and consider the proliferation risks associated with each. Or, on second
thoughts, let's not. Suffice it to make a few general points.
By far the most important point to make is that any configuration of any SMR design will
pose proliferation risks. As the UK Royal Society notes: "There is no proliferation proof
nuclear fuel cycle. The dual use risk of nuclear materials and technology and in civil and
military applications cannot be eliminated."28
Ramana and Mian state in a 2014 article:29
"Proliferation risk … depends on both technical and non-technical factors. While the nontechnical factors are largely not dependent on choice of reactor type, SMRs and their
intrinsic features do affect the technical component of proliferation risk. In the case of both
iPWRs [integral Pressurized Water Reactors] and fast reactors, the proliferation risk is
enhanced relative to current generation light water reactors primarily because greater
quantities of plutonium are produced per unit of electricity generated. In the case of HTRs
[high temperature gas-cooled reactors], proliferation risk is increased because of the use of
fuel with higher levels of uranium enrichment, but is diminished because the spent fuel is in a
form that is difficult to reprocess."
Glaser, Hopkins and Ramana compare the proliferation risks of standard light-water
reactors, proposed integral pressurized water SMRs (iPWRs) and proposed SMRs with longlived cores (LLCs) that would not require refueling for two or more decades (typically fastspectrum designs cooled by helium, sodium, or other liquid metals such as lead and leadbismuth eutectics).30
The authors state:30
"iPWRs are likely to have higher requirements for uranium ore and enrichment services
compared to gigawatt-scale reactors. This is because of the lower burnup of fuel in iPWRs,
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which is difficult to avoid because of smaller core size and all-in-all-out core management.
These characteristics also translate into an increased proliferation risk unless they are offset
by technical innovations in reactor and safeguards design and institutional innovations in the
nuclear fuel cycle.
"Uranium and uranium enrichment requirements are reduced for fast-spectrum SMRs with
LLCs, but in this case strong incentives for spent-fuel reprocessing are likely to result from the
high fissile content of the spent fuel. This same characteristic also increases the probability
of proliferation success in a diversion scenario …"
A report by the UK Parliamentary Office of Science & Technology offers these
generalizations:31
"There is uncertainty over the extent to which widespread SMR use might increase or
decrease non-proliferation risk. Some SMRs require less frequent refuelling than
conventional nuclear, reducing high risk periods. However, more integrated designs may be
more challenging to inspect, and some designs use more highly enriched uranium than
conventional nuclear. Both of these aspects could increase proliferation risk."
Uranium enrichment
Ramana and Mian note that attempts to reduce one proliferation risk can worsen another:29
"Proliferation resistance is another characteristic that imposes sometimes contradictory
requirements. One way to lower the risk of diversion of fuel from nuclear reactors is to
minimize the frequency of refueling because these are the periods when the fuel is out of the
reactor and most vulnerable to diversion, and so many SMR designers seek longer periods
between refueling. However, in order for the reactor to maintain reactivity for the longer
period between refuelings, it would require starting with fresh fuel with higher uranium
enrichment or mixing in plutonium.
"Some designs even call for going to an enrichment level beyond 20 percent uranium-235,
the threshold used by the International Atomic Energy for classifying material as being of
"direct use" for making a weapon. All else being equal, the use of fuel with higher levels of
uranium enrichment or plutonium would be a greater proliferation risk, and is the reason
why so much international attention has been given to highly enriched uranium fueled
research reactors and converting them to low enriched uranium fuel or shutting them down.
"Moreover, an SMR design relying on highly enriched uranium fuel creates new proliferation
risks – the need for production of fresh highly enriched uranium and the possibility of
diversion at the enrichment plant and during transport. Any reduction of proliferation risk at
the reactor site by reducing refueling frequency, it turns out, may be accompanied by an
increase in the proliferation risk elsewhere."
In January 2019, the US government allocated US$115 million to kick-start a domestic
uranium enrichment project in Piketown, Ohio.32 The HALEU Demonstration Program will
aim to produce 19.75%-enriched 'high assay low enriched uranium' (HALEU) using US43

designed and operated centrifuge technology.33 The project is being sold as a step towards
domestic production of enriched uranium for 'advanced reactors' (including SMRs) but there
is also a military agenda. Republican Senator Rob Portman said: "Getting Piketon back to its
full potential benefits the skilled workforce here, the surrounding local economy, and
strengthens national energy and defense security."32 The Department of Energy said that
Centrus subsidiary American Centrifuge Operating was the only firm that qualified for the
project, noting that the company is US-owned and controlled, a requirement for enrichment
contracts to supply the military.32
Nationalistic military hawks have been lobbying furiously (and evidently successfully) to reestablish domestic uranium enrichment in the US to accommodate the Navy's long-term
'need' for additional highly enriched uranium to fuel its reactors for long intervals between
refueling, and the 'need' for a domestic source of low enriched uranium to fuel reactors
used to produce tritium for weapons.34
It might be the case that very few if any SMRs are ever built in the US, yet the promise of an
SMR industry is already providing cover for military projects.
Plutonium reactors
The US Department of Energy is working on a plan to establish a 'versatile test reactor' as a
source of high-energy neutrons to help researchers develop fuels and materials for fast
reactors, including SMRs.35 The Department plans to make a decision in 2020 as to whether
to proceed with the project.
Edwin Lyman from the Union of Concerned Scientists wrote: "What may not be clear from
the name is that this facility itself would be an experimental fast reactor, likely fueled with
weapon-usable plutonium. Compared to conventional light-water reactors, fast reactors are
less safe, more expensive, and more difficult to operate and repair. But the biggest problem
with this technology is that it typically requires the use of such weapon-usable fuels as
plutonium, increasing the risk of nuclear terrorism."36
Safeguards and security
Some claim that up to 85 GW of SMR capacity could be installed by 2035, comprising
perhaps 1,000 small reactors. How would the IAEA safeguards system cope with the
additional workload? The IAEA safeguards system has been chronically underfunded37 and it
is implausible that any increased funding made available to the IAEA to safeguard an SMR
industry would be commensurate with the increased workload. On the other hand, it is
entirely plausible than an SMR industry will fail to materialize and that the safeguards
system will therefore not face additional stresses.
The Union of Concerned Scientists discussed SMR security issues in a 2013 paper.38 Some
key excerpts are reproduced here but the paper is worth reading in its entirety:
"Fukushima Daiichi demonstrated how rapidly a nuclear reactor accident can progress to a
core meltdown if multiple safety systems are disabled. A well-planned and -executed
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terrorist attack could cause damage comparable to or even worse than the earthquake and
tsunami that initiated the Fukushima crisis, potentially in even less time. For these reasons,
the NRC requires nuclear plant owners to implement robust security programs to protect
their plants against sabotage.
"Despite these concerns, SMR proponents argue for reducing security requirements ‒ in
particular, security staffing ‒ to reduce the cost of electricity produced by small modular
reactors. In 2011, Christofer Mowry, president of Babcock & Wilcox mPower, Inc., said,
"Whether SMRs get deployed in large numbers or not is going to come down to O&M
[operations and maintenance]. And the biggest variable that we can attack directly, the
single biggest one, is the security issue".
"His position was echoed by the NEI [Nuclear Energy Institute], which submitted a position
paper to the NRC in July 2012 on the issue of physical security for SMRs. It clearly laid out the
industry view: "The regulatory issue of primary importance related to physical security of
SMRs is security staffing. The issue has the potential to adversely affect the viability of SMR
development in the U.S. Security staffing directly impacts annual operations and
maintenance (O&M) costs and as such constitutes a significant financial burden over the life
of the facility. … For this reason, evaluation of security staffing requirements for SMRs has
become a key focal point." …
"The NRC staff appears to be open to suggestions for alternative measures that take into
account design features of SMRs that may make them less vulnerable to attack. The primary
feature that mPower and other SMR vendors appear to credit in seeking relief from security
regulations is underground siting. Underground siting would enhance protection against
some attack scenarios, but not all. A direct jet impact on the reactor containment is less
likely for an underground reactor, but the ensuing explosions and fire could cause a crisis.
Certain systems, such as steam turbines, condensers, electrical switchyards, and cooling
towers, will need to remain aboveground, where they will be vulnerable. Plants will require
adequate access and egress for both routine and emergency personnel. Ventilation shafts
and portals for equipment access also provide potential means of entry for intruders. In
addition, if SMR sites have smaller footprints, as vendors are claiming, the site boundary will
be closer to the reactor, and thus there will be less warning time in the event of an intrusion
and potentially insufficient spatial separation of redundant and diverse safety systems.
"In short, knowledgeable and determined adversaries will likely be able to develop attack
scenarios that could circumvent measures such as underground siting. In situations such as
hostage scenarios, terrorists may even be able to utilize the additional defense afforded by
an underground site against off-site police and emergency response. Thus, a robust and
flexible operational security response will be required no matter what intrinsic safeguards
are added to reactor design."
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7. A military bromance: SMRs to support and crosssubsidize the UK nuclear weapons program
Industry and government in the UK openly promote SMRs on the grounds that an SMR
industry would support the nuclear weapons program (in particular the submarine program)
by providing a pool of trained nuclear experts, and that in so doing an SMR industry will
cross-subsidize the weapons program. Such arguments are problematic for several reasons.
Firstly, the weapons program is problematic and the UK's compliance with its Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty obligations is questionable. Secondly, why subsidize an SMR industry to
subsidize the weapons program ‒ why not simply invest more in the weapons program
directly? Thirdly, there are strong reasons to firewall civil nuclear programs from military
programs yet there is no longer any pretense of a firewall.
The arguments are clearly stated in a 2017 report by Rolls-Royce.1 The company trumpets
its role in powering and maintaining the UK Royal Navy submarine fleet. But its recent
interest in civil SMRs isn't a case of swords-to-ploughshares … it's ploughshares-supportingswords. The report states:1
"The indigenous UK supply chain that supports defence nuclear programmes requires
significant ongoing support to retain talent and develop and maintain capability between
major programmes. Opportunities for the supply chain to invest in new capability are
restricted by the limited size and scope of the defence nuclear programme. A UK SMR
programme would increase the security, size and scope of opportunities for the UK supply
chain significantly, enabling long-term sustainable investment in people, technology and
capability.
"Expanding the talent pool from which defence nuclear programmes can draw from would
bring a double benefit. First, additional talent means more competition for senior technical
and managerial positions, driving excellence and performance. Second, the expansion of a
nuclear-capable skilled workforce through a civil nuclear UK SMR programme would relieve
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the Ministry of Defence of the burden of developing and retaining skills and capability. This
would free up valuable resources for other investments."
So SMRs will relieve the Ministry of Defence of the "burden" of paying for its own WMD
programs!
Andy Stirling and Phil Johnstone have carefully studied the links between the UK's nuclear
power program and the weapons program.2 They wrote in The Guardian in March 2018:3
"Their [National Audit Office] 2008 costing of military nuclear activities states: "One
assumption of the future deterrent programme is that the United Kingdom submarine
industry will be sustainable and that the costs of supporting it will not fall directly on the
future deterrent programme." If the costs of keeping the national nuclear submarine
industry in business must fall elsewhere, what could that other budget be?
"Although unstated, by far the most likely source for such support is a continuing national
civil nuclear programme. And this where the burgeoning hype around UK development of
SMRs comes in. Leading designs for these reactors are derived directly from submarine
propulsion. British nuclear submarine reactor manufacturer Rolls-Royce is their most
enthusiastic champion. But, amid intense media choreography, links between SMRs and
submarines remain (aside from reports of our own work) barely discussed in the UK press.
"This neglect is odd, because the issues are very clear. Regretting that military programmes
are no longer underwritten by civil nuclear research, a heavily redacted 2014 MoD report
expresses serious concerns over the continued viability of the UK nuclear submarine industry.
And Rolls-Royce itself is clear that success in securing government investment for SMRs
would "relieve the Ministry of Defence of the burden of developing and retaining skills and
capability" for the UK's military nuclear sector. Other defence sources are also unambiguous
that survival of the British nuclear submarine industry depends on continuation of UK civil
nuclear power. Many new government initiatives focus intently on realising the military and
civil synergies.
"Some nuclear enthusiasts have called this analysis a conspiracy theory, but these links are
now becoming visible. In response to our own recent evidence to the UK Public Accounts
Committee, a senior civil servant briefly acknowledged the connections. And with US civil
nuclear programmes collapsing, the submarine links are also strongly emphasised by a
former US energy secretary. Nuclear submarines are evidently crucial to Britain's cherished
identity as a "global power". It seems that Whitehall's infatuation with civil nuclear energy is
in fact a military romance."
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8. SMRs to power military installations and forward bases in
the United States
The US military experimented with small reactors in remote locations beginning 1954.1,2 Dr
Edwin Lyman, a senior scientist at the Union of Concerned Scientists, summarizes the early
experiments:3
"The Army Nuclear Power Program was initiated in 1954, in the heady early days of the
atomic power era, to develop ground-based nuclear power plants for military use ‒ a mission
distinct from the Navy's submarine nuclear propulsion program already well underway. Over
two decades, the US Army built and operated eight small power reactors, ranging from less
than one megawatt to ten megawatts of electricity, with limited success. The worst outcome
was the 1961 core meltdown and explosion at the SL-1 reactor in Idaho, which killed three
operators. Five of the reactors were designed to be portable to some degree, and three were
deployed at remote military bases in Greenland, Alaska, and Antarctica. Although these
reactors didn't explode, they proved unreliable and expensive to operate. Based on that
experience, the program was shut down in 1977."
Efforts to renew the US military's interest in SMRs ‒ including microreactors in the range of
1‒10 MW ‒ have been underway for some time.4 Industry bodies such as the Nuclear
Energy Institute have been proactive, and the Pentagon, with the support of Congress, is
exploring the potential for the deployment of SMRs at defense installations for power
generation, desalinating water and generating hydrogen for fuel. It is potentially a
significant market: the Department of Defense manages more than 500 fixed installations
and is the single largest energy consumer in the US.
Marc Nichol, the Nuclear Energy Institute's director of new reactor deployment, said in
October 2018: "Small reactors are one of the most promising new nuclear technologies to
emerge in decades. Energy is important to our national security; it must be reliable and
resilient so that it's there when our men and women in uniform need it. Micro-reactors can
enhance our capabilities by providing that resilient, 24/7 energy."5
However the plan is improbable and problematic. An article by current and former
researchers from Carnegie Mellon University's Department of Engineering and Public Policy,
published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science in July 2018, discusses the
looming problems:6
"Because it is unlikely that further and substantial DOE funding will be dedicated to
reinvigorating civilian nuclear power, and because the nuclear enterprise is unlikely to
rebound on its own, some have advanced national security arguments to stem and reverse
the perceived decline in US standing by assigning this task to the Department of Defense
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(DoD). Given the current political climate, which supports American primacy in areas of
strategic importance, supporters in Congress, think tanks, the Army, and the Navy have
floated the possibility of diverting large sums of money through the DoD to catalyze the
development and deployment of SMR technologies.
"While we share the fears about the future of nuclear science and nuclear power in the
United States, we believe that the proposal to try to address the problem through DoD
leadership in development is both unwise and unlikely to succeed. There are several practical
challenges. Any SMR that is designed to primarily serve the DoD would likely be too
expensive for a commercial utility to deploy. The design specifications upon which the DoD
would insist would likely render commercial variants infeasible (because, to minimize or
avoid frequent refueling, it would likely need to use fuel that is enriched more than the
current operating fleet standard of ∼5% U-235, and perhaps even greater than 20%) and
economically uncompetitive in most of today's markets.
"Moreover, SMRs designed to serve a US base would face the same economic challenges as
current commercial reactors, and there is no guarantee that a nuclear design would win the
day in a competition for US military base power supply. Even siting, a purported advantage
of having the military deploy SMRs, would be difficult. The DoD follows state environmental
guidelines when they do not compromise the defense mission. The siting of SMRs would
likely still become an issue for the DoD in a range of locations, and not just those that reject
nuclear power outright. Finally, having the DoD take the lead in development risks creating
several large, expensive, "too-big-to-fail" fiefdoms, which would detract from more pressing
warfighting needs.
"In addition to the practical challenges, there are compelling normative arguments to be
made against relying on the DoD to revivify the nuclear enterprise. These revolve around the
role of the US military in American economic and civic life.
"First, the military develops new technologies when they are the only available solution to a
problem. Scenarios proposed for military leadership in SMR design and development do not
convincingly make the cut when balanced with alternatives, such as power purchase
agreements. Second, we endorse the firebreak between the civilian and military nuclear
programs because it has substantial normative value. Third, at a time when American civic
and political norms rest on precarious ground, using the military to rescue a commercial
industry degrades the social fabric from which it derives legitimacy. It also undercuts the
DOE by underscoring its failure to enable the development of advanced reactors.
"Most troublingly, adopting this model would amount to an admission of failure on the
nuclear industry's part. Defaulting to the national security argument in an effort to salvage
the US commercial nuclear industry concedes the failure of the technical and economic
arguments in favor of the technology. It also does little to drive commitment from industry
that would generate broader deployment. Other options, including long-term power
purchase agreements, coordination in human capital development, and research into grid
security, constitute avenues for DoD involvement that are more politically credible and
economically sound. However, it is unclear that any of these could have more than a modest
impact on the development of a domestic SMR industry in the next few decades."
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Project Dilithium
In January 2019, the US Department of Defense issued a call for information in support of its
interest in acquiring small (1‒10 MW) power reactors for use at forward operating bases.
Edwin Lyman argues that the "inherently safe reactor" sought by the military is a myth:7
"All it really means is that in certain idealized scenarios, a reactor, after shutdown, could be
adequately cooled by passive mechanisms, such as convective airflow. But passive safety
cannot eliminate every pathway by which the reactor fuel could be damaged and release
radioactivity. If a severe accident or sabotage attack were to induce more extreme
conditions than the reactor was designed to withstand, all bets are off. How long would
passive airflow keep nuclear fuel safely cool if, say, an adversary threw an insulating blanket
over a small reactor? Or if the reactor were buried under a pile of debris? Moreover, it is
hard to imagine that a direct explosive breach of the reactor core would not result in
dispersal of some radioactive contamination. ... At best a release of radioactivity would be a
costly disruption, and at worst it would cause immediate harm to personnel, render the base
unusable for years, and alienate the host country."
Lyman notes that reactors deployed at forward operating bases or shipped through war
zones would be prime targets of the enemy, and if commanders need to expend significant
resources to protect them from military strikes, such reactors could become burdens rather
than assets.7
Lyman commented on the proliferation risks:7
"The original RFI [request for information] stipulated that the reactor fuel had to be highassay low-enriched uranium (HALEU), which is uranium enriched to levels above the 5
percent uranium-235 concentration of conventional power reactors, but still below the 20
percent that marks the lower limit for highly enriched uranium (HEU), which is usable in
nuclear weapons. Although HALEU is considered highly impractical for direct nuclear
weapons use, it has greater proliferation potential than fuel with uranium-235
concentrations below 5% because of the reduced effort needed to enrich it to a weaponusable level ‒ which is why the international community saw Iran's stockpiling of HALEU as a
threat. If the Defense Department goes forward with Project Dilithium, other nations,
including US adversaries, may be prompted to start producing HALEU and building their own
military power reactors.
"An even more worrisome problem is that the revised RFI issued on January 22 no longer
includes the HALEU requirement. That opens the door for reactors fueled with HEU ‒ a major
proliferation threat. The Defense Department may be envious of NASA, which is moving
forward with development of a tiny HEU-fueled reactor to power deep space missions while
turning a blind eye to the proliferation risks. Or it may have decided that the current lack of
availability of a sufficient quantity of HALEU for a demonstration reactor would cause an
unacceptable delay. Or the omission may simply be a mistake. As of this writing, the
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contracting officer at Defense has not responded to a request to clarify whether this was an
innocuous oversight or a deliberate gesture.
"Given the dubious strategic value, low chance of success, and potential for sparking a
HALEU-fueled international arms race, what can explain the Defense Department's renewed
interest in small reactors after decades of dormancy? To be sure, Project Dilithium didn't just
spring out of nowhere. It is the culmination of a patient, decade-long effort by nuclear
lobbyists to interest Defense and its congressional overseers in a costly product ‒ small
nuclear reactors ‒ that few in the private sector seem to want. The Pentagon is precisely the
savior small nuclear reactor vendors need: deep-pocketed and unbeholden to return-seeking
investors. But this coup by the nuclear industry will do little to enhance US national security
and could expose fighting forces to undue risk. Hopefully, pragmatists at the Defense
Department will realize this and pull the plug on this misguided effort before billions of
dollars are wasted on a fruitless search for a reactor as rare as a dilithium crystal."
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9. SMR safety issues
'Can we make a nuclear reactor that won't melt down?' That the opening question in a
Forbes article written by self-styled energy expert James Conca. His answer: "Yes we can. It's
called a small modular nuclear reactor (SMR) and NuScale Power is the company that will
build the first one in America."1
Conca continued his January 2018 article:1
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"Last year, they submitted to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission the first design
certification application (DCA) for any SMR in the United States. Just two months later, NRC
accepted their design certification application. By accepting the DCA for review, the NRC
staff confirmed that NuScale's submission addresses all of NRC's initial concerns and
requirements.
"Now, less than a year later, the NRC approved NuScale's walk-away-safe concept. That
means just what it sounds like ‒ the reactor doesn't need the complex back-up power
systems that traditional reactors require and which traditionally add a lot of cost as well as
some uncertainty. This is a big deal. It means the reactor just won't melt down or otherwise
cause any of the nightmares people think about when imagining the worse for nuclear
power. It just shuts down and cools off. ...
"The small size and large surface area-to-volume ratio of NuScale's reactor core, that sits
below ground in a super seismic-resistant heat sink, allows natural processes to cool it
indefinitely in the case of complete power blackout. No humans or computers are needed to
intervene, no AC or DC power, no pumps, and no additional water for cooling. ...
"This nuclear reactor is something that we've never seen before – a small modular reactor
that is economic, factory built and shippable, flexible enough to desalinate seawater, refine
oil, load-follow wind, produce hydrogen, modular to any size, and that provides something
we've all been waiting for – a reactor that cannot meltdown."
Dr Ed Lyman from the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) provides a reality check:2
"As discussed in detail in my September 2013 report "Small Isn't Always Beautiful,"3 UCS has
safety and security concerns about small modular reactors in general and about the NuScale
design in particular. SMR vendors are pushing the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to
weaken its regulations regarding operator staffing, security staffing, and emergency
planning, based on highly optimistic assertions that their reactors will be significantly safer
than larger reactors.
"NuScale raises issues because of its fundamental design: up to 12 reactor modules packed
together in a swimming-pool type structure. The Fukushima disaster has shown the world
the complexity of trying to manage multiple nuclear reactor accidents when crisis strikes,
and it is far from obvious that the NuScale concept addresses this issue adequately. UCS also
does not have confidence that the NRC's licensing processes will give appropriate weight to
multi-unit safety issues. Unfortunately, earlier this month the NRC staff concluded that
safety concerns associated with "multiunit core damage events" did not warrant further
evaluation in its "Generic Issues" program, which could have resulted in additional
regulatory requirements.
"Many of the safety concerns described in the UCS report have now been validated by a
Powerpoint presentation that was recently included, perhaps inadvertently, in the many
thousands of pages of documents that the NRC has released under a Freedom of Information
Act request for documents related to the Fukushima accident. The Powerpoint presentation,
entitled "Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses: Support to the U.S. Nuclear
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Regulatory Commission Office of New Reactors"4 (p. 479-529) and dated March 24, 2011,
describes safety issues for SMRs such as
• Potential fire and explosion hazards: below-grade facilities present unique challenges,
such as smoke/fire behavior; life safety; design and operation of the HVAC system and
removal of waste water.
• Potential flooding hazards: below-grade reactors and subsystems raise concerns with
regard to hurricane storm surges, tsunami run-up and water infiltration into structures.
• Limited access for conducting inspections of pressure vessels and components that are
crucial for containing radiation, such as welds, steam generators, bolted connections and
valves.
"The document also spells out safety concerns particular to the NuScale design, observing
that the reactors and spent fuel are stored in the same structure and depend on the same
pool for cooling; that the bioshield covering the reactors or even the reactors themselves
could be displaced in a flood; that the cooling pool could become contaminated with debris
or other substances during a flood; and that operation under both normal and accident
conditions depends highly on proper operation of valves around the pressure vessel.
"This document underscores the fact that SMRs are novel designs that raise new safety
issues, and much analysis and testing will be required in order to verify the vendors' safety
claims. There is therefore no basis at the present time for the NRC to grant SMRs any special
exemptions to its regulatory requirements, and the Department of Energy should take steps
to ensure that its Technical Licensing Support program does not use taxpayer funds to
endanger public health by undermining nuclear safety and security standards."
PRISM propaganda
To give another example of disingenuous SMR safety hype, non-existent 'integral fast
reactors' (IFR) are said to be meltdown-proof in addition to their other purported benefits.
The best-known variant of the non-existent IFR is the non-existent Power Reactor Innovative
Small Module (PRISM). Once again Ed Lyman provides a reality check in an article discussing
the Pandora's Promise propaganda film:5
"In the IFR concept, which was never actually realized in practice, reactor-spent fuel would
be reprocessed using a technology called pyroprocessing, and the extracted plutonium would
be fabricated into new fuel. IFR advocates have long asserted that pyroprocessing is not a
proliferation risk because the plutonium it separates is not completely purified.
"But a 2008 U.S. Department of Energy review ‒ which confirmed many previous studies ‒
concluded that pyroprocessing and similar technologies would "greatly reduce barriers to
theft, misuse or further processing, even without separation of pure plutonium."
"Other Department of Energy studies showed that pyroprocessing, by generating large
quantities of low-level nuclear waste and contaminated uranium, greatly increases the
volume of nuclear waste requiring disposal, contradicting "Pandora's Promise's" claim it
would reduce the amount of waste.
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"And what about [Charles] Till's claim that the IFR can't melt down? It's false. "Pandora's
Promise" referenced two successful safety tests conducted in 1986 at a small demonstration
fast reactor in Idaho called the Experimental Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II). But EBR-II operators
scripted these tests to ensure the desired outcome, a luxury not available in the real world.
Meanwhile, the EBR-II's predecessor, the EBR-I, had a partial fuel meltdown in 1955, and a
similar reactor, Fermi 1 near Detroit, had a partial fuel meltdown in 1966.
"Moreover, fast reactors have inherent instabilities that make them far more dangerous
than light-water reactors under certain accident conditions, conditions that were studiously
avoided in the 1986 dog-and-pony show at EBR-II.
"Perhaps the biggest myth in the film is the notion that all U.S. research on fast reactors was
terminated. In fact, the IFR program's demise was a shutdown in name only. The
Department of Energy has continued to fund research and development on fast reactor
technology to the tune of tens of millions to hundreds of millions of dollars a year. The IFR
Fuel Reprocessing Facility in Idaho shown in the film ‒ in reality, a plant called the Fuel
Conditioning Facility ‒ has been operating for decades, essentially as a jobs program, to
reprocess spent fuel from the now-defunct EBR-II, despite the system's serious problems. In
2000, the Department of Energy promised that all the fuel would be processed by around
2007. Three years later, it delayed the projected completion date to 2030.
"Till's assertion in "Pandora's Promise" that "we know how to do these things" does not
square with the difficulties the Department of Energy has encountered in trying to operate
this troubled plant."
The one true meltdown-proof SMR
First prize for SMR safety idiocy and dishonesty goes to molten salt reactor (MSR)
enthusiasts who claim that MSRs are meltdown-proof. MSRs are in fact meltdown-proof,
twice over. First, fuel meltdown in MSRs is impossible because MSRs don't exist. Secondly, if
MSRs did exist, the fuel couldn't possibly melt because it is liquid.
As with solid-fueled reactors, dispersal of radionuclides via fire or chemical explosion is
possible … but fuel melting is not. That's not an advantage of MSRs ‒ it could be a liability.
The UK National Nuclear Laboratory noted in a 2016 report that constructing a safety case
for MSRs will necessarily be very different compared to a conventional reactor:6
"This is dictated by the fact that in an MSR the normal operating condition is with the fuel
melted and therefore some of the barriers to release of fission products, actinides and
activation products in a solid fuel reactor no longer apply. Although MSR designs are
typically characterised by strong negative temperature feedback coefficients, un-pressurised
systems, tolerance of high temperatures and passive decay heat removal, these features per
se may not necessarily make the safety case easy to demonstrate. There will need to be
extensive experimental test data available that will substantiate all aspects of the safety
case. At present this database does not exist …"
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10. Generation IV nuclear waste claims debunked
Lindsay Krall and Allison Macfarlane have written an important article in the Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists debunking claims that certain Generation IV reactor concepts promise
major advantages with respect to nuclear waste management.1 Krall is a post-doctoral
fellow at the George Washington University. Macfarlane is a professor at the same
university, a former chair of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission from July 2012 to
December 2014, and a member of the Blue Ribbon Commission on America's Nuclear Future
from 2010 to 2012.
Krall and Macfarlane focus on molten salt reactors and sodium-cooled fast reactors, and
draw on the experiences of the US Experimental Breeder Reactor II and the US Molten Salt
Reactor Experiment.
The article abstract notes that Generation IV developers and advocates "are receiving
substantial funding on the pretense that extraordinary waste management benefits can be
reaped through adoption of these technologies" yet "molten salt reactors and sodiumcooled fast reactors – due to the unusual chemical compositions of their fuels – will actually
exacerbate spent fuel storage and disposal issues."
Here is the concluding section of the article:
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"The core propositions of non-traditional reactor proponents – improved economics,
proliferation resistance, safety margins, and waste management – should be re-evaluated.
The metrics used to support the waste management claims – i.e. reduced actinide mass and
total radiotoxicity beyond 300 years – are insufficient to critically assess the short- and longterm safety, economics, and proliferation resistance of the proposed fuel cycles.
"Furthermore, the promised (albeit irrelevant) actinide reductions are only attainable given
exceptional technological requirements, including commercial-scale spent fuel treatment,
reprocessing, and conditioning facilities. These will create low- and intermediate-level waste
streams destined for geologic disposal, in addition to the intrinsic high-level fission product
waste that will also require conditioning and disposal.
"Before construction of non-traditional reactors begins, the economic implications of the
back end of these non-traditional fuel cycles must be analyzed in detail; disposal costs may
be unpalatable. The reprocessing/treatment and conditioning of the spent fuel will entail
costs, as will storage and transportation of the chemically reactive fuels. These are in
addition to the cost of managing high-activity operational wastes, e.g. those originating
from molten salt reactor filter systems. Finally, decommissioning the reactors and processing
their chemically reactive coolants represents a substantial undertaking and another source
of non-traditional waste. ...
"Issues of spent fuel management (beyond temporary storage in cooling pools, aka "wet
storage") fall outside the scope of the NRC's reactor design certification process, which is
regularly denounced by nuclear advocates as narrowly applicable to light water reactor
technology and insufficiently responsive to new reactor designs. Nevertheless, new reactor
licensing is contingent on broader policies, including the Nuclear Waste Policy Act and the
Continued Storage Rule. Those policies are based on the results of radionuclide dispersion
models described in environmental impact statements. But the fuel and barrier degradation
mechanisms tested in these models were specific to oxide-based spent fuels, which are inert,
compared to the compounds that non-traditional reactors will discharge.
"The Continued Storage Rule explicitly excludes most non-oxide fuels, including those from
sodium-cooled fast reactors, from the environmental impact statement. Clearly, storage and
disposal of non-oxide commercial fuels should require updated assessments and
adjudication.
"Finally, treatment of spent fuels from non-traditional reactors, which by Energy Department
precedent is only feasible through their respective (re)processing technologies, raises
concerns over proliferation and fissile material diversion. Pyroprocessing and fluoride
volatility-reductive extraction systems optimized for spent fuel treatment can – through
minor changes to the chemical conditions – also extract plutonium (or uranium 233 bred
from thorium). Separation from lethal fission products would eliminate the radiological
barriers protecting the fuel from intruders seeking to obtain and purify fissile material.
Accordingly, cost and risk assessments of predisposal spent fuel treatments must also
account for proliferation safeguards.
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"Radioactive waste cannot be "burned"; fission of actinides, the source of nuclear heat,
inevitably generates fission products. Since some of these will be radiotoxic for thousands of
years, these high-level wastes should be disposed of in stable waste forms and geologic
repositories. But the waste estimates propagated by nuclear advocates account only for the
bare mass of fission products, rather than that of the conditioned waste form and associated
repository requirements.
"These estimates further assume that the efficiency of actinide fission will surge, but this
actually relies on several rounds of recycling using immature reprocessing technologies. The
low- and intermediate-level wastes that will be generated by these activities will also be
destined for geologic disposal but have been neglected in the waste estimates. More
important, reprocessing remains a security liability of dubious economic benefit, so the
apparent need to adopt these technologies simply to prepare non-traditional spent fuels for
storage and disposal is a major disadvantage relative to light water reactors. Theoretical
burnups for fast and molten salt reactors are too low to justify the inflated back-end costs
and risks, the latter of which may include a commercial path to proliferation.
"Reductions in spent fuel volume, longevity, and total radiotoxicity may be realized by
breeding and burning fissile material in non-traditional reactors. But those relatively small
reductions are of little value in repository planning, so utilization of these metrics is
misleading to policy-makers and the general public. We urge policy-makers to critically
assess non-traditional fuel cycles, including the feasibility of managing their unusual waste
streams, any loopholes that could commit the American public to financing quasireprocessing operations, and the motivation to rapidly deploy these technologies. If
decarbonization of the economy by 2050 is the end-goal, a more pragmatic path to success
involves improvements to light water reactor technologies, adoption of Blue Ribbon
Commission recommendations on spent fuel management, and strong incentives for
commercially mature, carbon-free energy technologies."
Pyroprocessing: the integral fast reactor waste fiasco
In theory, integral fast reactors (IFRs) would gobble up nuclear waste and convert it into
low-carbon electricity. In practice, the IFR R&D program in Idaho has left a legacy of
troublesome waste. This saga is detailed in a 2017 article2 and a longer report3 by the Union
of Concerned Scientists' senior scientist Ed Lyman. This will be of particular relevance if the
US Department of Energy proceeds with its plan to support the construction of a 'versatile
test reactor' based on GE-Hitachi's 'Power Reactor Innovative Small Module' (PRISM) design,
which is based on IFR designs.4
Lyman notes that the IFR concept "has attracted numerous staunch advocates" but their
"interest has been driven largely by idealized studies on paper and not by facts derived from
actual experience."2 He discusses the IFR prototype built at Idaho ‒ the Experimental
Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II), which ceased operation in 1994 ‒ and subsequent efforts by the
Department of Energy (DOE) to treat 26 metric tons of sodium-bonded metallic spent fuel
from the EBR-II reactor with pyroprocessing, ostensibly to convert the waste to forms that
would be safer for disposal in a geological repository. A secondary goal was to demonstrate
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the viability of pyroprocessing ‒ but the program has instead demonstrated the serious
shortcomings of this technology.
Lyman writes:2
"Pyroprocessing is a form of spent fuel reprocessing that dissolves metal-based spent fuel in
a molten salt bath (as distinguished from conventional reprocessing, which dissolves spent
fuel in water-based acid solutions). Understandably, given all its problems, DOE has been
reluctant to release public information on this program, which has largely operated under
the radar since 2000.
"The FOIA [Freedom of Information Act] documents we obtained have revealed yet another
DOE tale of vast sums of public money being wasted on an unproven technology that has
fallen far short of the unrealistic projections that DOE used to sell the project to Congress,
the state of Idaho and the public. However, it is not too late to pull the plug on this program,
and potentially save taxpayers hundreds of millions of dollars. …
"Pyroprocessing was billed as a simpler, cheaper and more compact alternative to the
conventional aqueous reprocessing plants that have been operated in France, the United
Kingdom, Japan and other countries.
"Although DOE shut down the EBR-II in 1994 (the reactor part of the IFR program), it allowed
work at the pyroprocessing facility to proceed. It justified this by asserting that the leftover
spent fuel from the EBR-II could not be directly disposed of in the planned Yucca Mountain
repository because of the potential safety issues associated with presence of metallic sodium
in the spent fuel elements, which was used to "bond" the fuel to the metallic cladding that
encased it. (Metallic sodium reacts violently with water and air.)
"Pyroprocessing would separate the sodium from other spent fuel constituents and
neutralize it. DOE decided in 2000 to use pyroprocessing for the entire inventory of leftover
EBR-II spent fuel – both "driver" and "blanket" fuel – even though it acknowledged that there
were simpler methods to remove the sodium from the lightly irradiated blanket fuel, which
constituted nearly 90% of the inventory.
"However, as the FOIA documents reveal in detail, the pyroprocessing technology simply has
not worked well and has fallen far short of initial predictions. Although DOE initially claimed
that the entire inventory would be processed by 2007, as of the end of Fiscal Year 2016, only
about 15% of the roughly 26 metric tons of spent fuel had been processed. Over $210 million
has been spent, at an average cost of over $60,000 per kilogram of fuel treated. At this rate,
it will take until the end of the century to complete pyroprocessing of the entire inventory, at
an additional cost of over $1 billion.
"But even that assumes, unrealistically, that the equipment will continue to be usable for this
extended time period. Moreover, there is a significant fraction of spent fuel in storage that
has degraded and may not be a candidate for pyroprocessing in any event. …
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"What exactly is the pyroprocessing of this fuel accomplishing? Instead of making
management and disposal of the spent fuel simpler and safer, it has created an even bigger
mess. …
"[P]yroprocessing has taken one potentially difficult form of nuclear waste and converted it
into multiple challenging forms of nuclear waste. DOE has spent hundreds of millions of
dollars only to magnify, rather than simplify, the waste problem. This is especially
outrageous in light of other FOIA documents that indicate that DOE never definitively
concluded that the sodium-bonded spent fuel was unsafe to directly dispose of in the first
place. But it insisted on pursuing pyroprocessing rather than conducting studies that might
have shown it was unnecessary.
"Everyone with an interest in pyroprocessing should reassess their views given the real-world
problems experienced in implementing the technology over the last 20 years at INL. They
should also note that the variant of the process being used to treat the EBR-II spent fuel is
less complex than the process that would be needed to extract plutonium and other
actinides to produce fresh fuel for fast reactors. In other words, the technology is a long way
from being demonstrated as a practical approach for electricity production."
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11. High-temperature, gas-cooled zombie SMRs
High-temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGR) and their pebble-bed modular reactor (PBMR)
sub-type have a long and troubled history. But the zombie HTGR concept refuses to die:
each failure is followed by another attempt and another failure.
Here is an excerpt from Nuclear Monitor's 2010 report on the failure of South Africa's PBMR
project:1
The Pebble Bed Modular Reactor. Remember? It was globally heralded as the perfect nuclear
reactor: small, safe and cheap. Dozens would be built in South Africa alone and in 1999 the
company expected to sell 30 reactors annually from 2004 on.
Now, the South African government announced it is expected to close operations at PBMR
(Pty) Ltd. finally 'within a few weeks' (that is August). The company once planned to build up
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to 24 165-MW high-temperature gas-cooled reactor modules for state-owned utility Eskom
and export the modular HTR worldwide, but hasn't built even the demonstration model.
The government has invested an estimated South Africa Rand 9 billion (US$1.23 billion at
current rates) in PBMR Ltd. over the 11 years since it was founded as an Eskom subsidiary.
PBMR Ltd. is formally owned by Eskom, the Industrial Development Corp. and Westinghouse,
but they have put no equity in the company for several years.
In a July statement, the Department of Public Enterprises, which has responsibility for the
PBMR company, said PBMR "has not been able to acquire additional investment in the
project since government's last funding allocation in 2007, nor has it been able to acquire an
anchor customer despite revising its business model in 2008/09."
The company is operating on funds that were left over from the 2007 allocation and has
downsized from about 800 staff to about 25. Although the PBMR website doesn't show
anything about the current situation, it says there are "no career opportunities at the
moment."
The company was set up in 1999 as Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (Pty) Ltd. to develop and
deploy German technology it had acquired for small HTRs with coated pebble-shaped fuel
elements. Besides British Nuclear Fuels plc (BNFL), Exelon, the largest nuclear fleet operator
in the US, also made an early equity investment, and the company was broadly touted as the
herald of a new nuclear age for the developing world based on small reactors that could be
set up quickly under various site conditions. BNFL's stake was transferred to Westinghouse
when the latter was sold to Toshiba.
But the PBMR partners never agreed on a new equity structure and the company remained
the property of the South African government. The Department of Public Enterprises believes
the R9-billion spent on the PBMR project has not been lost, as the skills developed "will
contribute significantly in any future nuclear programs and save the country huge amounts
of money in the process".
One of the critics, Stephen Thomas, professor of energy policy at the University of Greenwich
in the UK, told the Cape Times that it was clear at least six years ago that the PBMR project
was "going badly wrong. Yet the government continued to pour public money into it, indeed
about 80 percent of all the money spent on the pebble bed was spent in the past six years."
Tristen Taylor, of Earthlife Africa, said "We hope that this will also mark the end of the South
African government's love affair with nuclear energy and that taxpayer funds can now be
spent on clean, proven and reliable forms of renewable energy".
The demise of PBMRs ... and China's attempted revival
Steve Thomas, Professor of Energy Policy at the University of Greenwich, wrote about the
demise of PBMRs in the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists in 2009.2 Thomas covers the failure
of PBMR projects in Germany and South Africa. He notes that the cost of the proposed
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PBMR demonstration plant in South Africa was initially US$223 million but the estimate had
escalated eight-fold to at least US$1.8 billion by the time the project was abandoned.
Thomas concluded:2
"All the major countries involved in designing reactors, including the United States,
Germany, France, Japan, and Britain, have put major time and effort into developing hightemperature, gas-cooled reactors such as the PBMR. Despite more than 50 years of trying,
however, no commercial-scale design has yet been produced. Yet China and South Africa
have found the allure of pebble bed technology irresistible, as if it were an "unpolished gem"
waiting to be developed, regardless of the consistent engineering problems it has had since
the beginning.
"South Africa took a particularly aggressive approach, believing that it could develop a
commercial-size PBMR design without even operating a prototype. If the PBMR is proved to
be fundamentally flawed, as indicated in the Jülich report3, South Africa's $980 million
investment in the project will be seen in hindsight as wasteful, one that the country, plagued
with many more pressing and basic problems, could ill afford."
The Jülich report mentioned by Thomas is the Jülich Center's 2008 review of its previous
PBMR work.3 It was Jülich's design ‒ specifically the prototype PBMR ‒ which South Africa
had taken as the basis for its PBMR. It seems that one after another nuclear nation is
destined to find out for themselves that HTGR/PBMR designs are technically challenging and
are best avoided.
China is building one demonstration HTGR/PBMR: twin reactors driving a single 210 MWe
turbine.4 Further HTGR feasibility studies are underway in China5, but plans for 18 additional
HTGR/PBMRs (with total capacity of 3,800 MW) at the same site as the demonstration plant
have been "dropped" according to the World Nuclear Association.4 In 2016, completion of
the demonstration reactor was anticipated the following year, and China's HTGRs would be
on the world market within five years.6,7 But the demonstration reactor has not been
completed as of February 2019, construction of larger HTGRs in China has not yet begun,
and the world will simply have to wait for Chinese HTGRs … or find alternative power
sources. Construction cost estimates of the demonstration HTGR have approximately
doubled.8
The checkered history of HTGRs
University of British Columbia academic M.V. Ramana has written a summary of the
troubled history of HTGR / PBMR projects.9 An excerpt from Ramana's article is reproduced
here:
"Proponents of HTGRs often claim that their designs have a long pedigree. ... But if one
examines that very same experience more closely – looking in particular at the HTGRs that
were constructed in Western Europe and the United States to feed power into the electric
grid – then one comes to other conclusions. This history suggests that while HTGRs may look
attractive on paper, their performance leaves much to be desired. The technology may be
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something that looks better on paper than in the real world ...
"Although Germany abandoned this technology, it did migrate to other countries, including
China and South Africa. Of these, the latter case is instructive: South Africa pursued the
construction of a pebble-bed reactor for a decade, and spent over a billion dollars, only to
abandon it in 2009 because it just did not make sense economically. Although sold by its
proponents as innovative and economically competitive until its cancellation, the South
African pebble-bed reactor project is now being cited as a case study in failure. How good
the Chinese experience with the HTGR will be remains to be seen. ...
"From these experiences in operating HTGRs, we can take away several lessons – the most
important being that HTGRs are prone to a wide variety of small failures, including graphite
dust accumulation, ingress of water or oil, and fuel failures. Some of these could be the
trigger for larger failures or accidents, with more severe consequences. ... Other problems
could make the consequences of a severe accident worse: For example, pebble compaction
and breakage could lead to accelerated diffusion of fission products such as radioactive
cesium and strontium outside the pebbles, and a potentially larger radioactive release in the
event of a severe accident. ...
"Discussions of the commercial viability of HTGRs almost invariably focus on the expected
higher capital costs per unit of generation capacity (dollars per kilowatts) in comparison with
light water reactors, and potential ways for lowering those. In other words, the main
challenge they foresee is that of building these reactors cheaply enough. But what they
implicitly or explicitly assume is that HTGRs would operate as well as current light water
reactors – which is simply not the case, if history is any guide. ...
"Although there has been much positive promotional hype associated with high-temperature
reactors, the decades of experience that researchers have acquired in operating HTGRs has
seldom been considered. Press releases from the many companies developing or selling
HTGRs or project plans in countries seeking to purchase or construct HTGRs neither tell you
that not a single HTGR-termed "commercial" has proven financially viable nor do they
mention that all the HTGRs were shut down well before the operating periods envisioned for
them. This is typical of the nuclear industry, which practices selective remembrance,
choosing to forget or underplay earlier failures."
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